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_Campus Safety Questioned1 After Shooting 
HUSA ·to Hold Peace Rally on Yard at 1 p.m. 
By Lauren Bayne Anderson 
Editor-in-Chief 
John Grace is angiy. 
His son, Matthew Grace, a 
freshman business finance 
major at Howard, was shot five 
times Saturday moming after 
being asked by campus police to 
wait for a cab on Georgia Avenue 
rather than in his dorm lobby at 
Drew Hall. 
he doesn't feel the University 
acted expediently in providing 
infonnation on his son. 
The Howard University 
Student Association agrees. 
Today HUSA will hold a 
peace rally on tl1e yard at 1 p.m. 
l'I IOtoBY MAYAGIW,\M 
Grace said he is dissatisfied 
with the treatment he has 
received from the University. 
"No one even said, 'I'm 
sony,'" Grace said, noting that 
. · However, since the incident, 
Howard has implemented a 
shuttle stop at Drew Hall, said 
they will install hot vending food 
service machines in Drew by 
today and has set up a contract 
with Yellow Cab for pickup at 
residence halls - meeting many 
of the demands of Grace. 
Matthew Grace and Geary Johnson describe what happened 
when they were shot early Saturday morning. 
Both Matthew Grace and 
ELECTIONS A FLOP 
Grievances 
• Cunningham widely 
unavailable 
• Many schools had only one 
poll open 
• Lines unorganized 
• Law School didn't have 
local elections 
• Number of polls opened 
hours late 
• Candidates campaign with-
in 500 ft of polls 
• Polls left unattended at 
schools 
• School of Engineering and 
Dentistry booths were down 
from power shortage 
• Check and balances system 
not at its highest potential 
• Candidate Silas Cardwell 
left off ballot 
Above Elections Chair, Corey Cunningham and voters in the School of Communications. 
By Lauren Bayne 
Anderson, Stephanie 
Crouch and David Johns 
The Hilltop 
Long lines, disorganiza-
tion, and polls that opened late 
are a few of the problems that 
plagued elections Thursday. In 
addition, undergraduate trus-
tee candidate Silas Cardwell 
was left off the ballot in the 
Schpol 
of Engineering, Computer 
Sciences and Archltectl1re. 
The Howard University 
Student Association sealed the 
election resul ts until all 
grievances are addressed. 
An emergency' general 
assembly meeting is scheduled 
for Monday. In the meantime 
the general elections to say,• Silas Cardwell a candi-
grievance committee will date for undergraduate trustee 
review the grievances. said: "Arc we really going to 
Students vying for posi- have another election? That 
tions within Howard would cost a ton of money and 
University student govern- I don't know if we could do it 
ment found themselves con- just speaking logistically." 
fused and scrambling to sal- Ja'Ron Smith a candidate 
vage what may be a practice,, !?r HUSA president agreed. 
day of elections. 
"I really don't know what See FLOP page BS 
ty CrlminaJ Offenses 
Geary J ohnson were shot last 
week in front of Howard China 
take-out while waiting for a cab 
to escort their female guests 
home to George Washington 
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Uni,•ersity. 
The pair said they were told 
See SHOT page A3 
Howard Celebrates 
136th Anniversary 
By Janelle A. Williams 
Contributing Writer 
Today Howard University 
will celebrate the 136th 
anniversary of its . founding 
during an annual ceremony 
known as Charter Day, in 
Cramton Auditorium. 
The university will suspend 
classes from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
so all students, faculty and staff 
can attend. 
Charter Day also commem-
orates the signing of Howard's 
congressional charter, enacted 
on March 2, 1867 and approved 
by the university's seventh 
president, Andrew Johnson. 
This · charter designated 
Howard as a "university for the 
education of youth in the liber-
al arts and sciences." 
On Friday, attendants will 
have the opportunity to hear 
the words of the Honorable 
Elijah E. Cummings, speaker at 
this year's ceremony, who two 
years ago was a Distinguished 
Alumni Award Recipient. 
Cummings graduated from 
Howard in 1973 with a bache-
lor's degree in political science. 
Since then, he has established 
an exceptional career for him-
self and is seen by many as a 
public servant, a visionary, and 
FII.E l'll( H'O 
Congressman Elljah E. 
Cummings to speak today 
at the Charter Day ceremo-
ny. 
a leader. 
Cummings, who graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa, has held many 
notable, political and social 
positions including: Chairman 
of the Maryland Legislative 
Black Caucus, Speaker Pro-
Tem for the House of 
Delegates, (the first African 
American named to this posi-
t ion), Secretary of the 
Congressional Black Caucus 
and Co-Chair of t he House 
. See. HU page· A6 
General Assembly Address.es Elections Grievances Wed. 
l'IIOTO DY MAYA OILU A \I 
The General Assembly addressed grievances surrounding 
the Elections Chair, Corey Cunningham Wednesday. 
By Ruth L. Tisdale 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
been brought before the General 
Assembly. The first complaint 
concerned Undergraduate 
On Mar. 5, tile eve of the Student Assembly (UGSA) 
campus elections, the General Representative Candidate 
Assembly held an emergency Shau'ntel Herbert. 
meeting to discuss the conduct of. · He~bert was fined four bun-
the General Elections Committee dred d9llars for verbally disre-
and the General Elections specting four members of the 
Committee Chair, Corey General Elections Committee 
Cunningham. when she asked a question out of 
During the General Assembly tum at a Speak Out at Cook Hall. 
meeting, Howard University "The fine for disrespecting . 
Student Association (HUSA) one of the board members is a 
president Cornell Williamson minimum of $25 dollars and a 
read two complaints that had maximum of $100 dollars," 
Cunningham said " Ms. Herbe1t 
was fined $100 dollars for every 
altercation, which led to the four 
hundred dollar fine." 
Members of the General 
Assembly disagreed with the 
Committee imposing a four hun-
dred dollar fine on Herbert. 
Danyl Lockett, UGSA repre-
sentative for the School of 
Business, said that every alterca-
tion did not warrant a one hun-
dred dollar fine. 
"Every altercation was not as 
serious a's tile other," Lockett said 
"If tl1e General Elections 
Students Walk Out for Peace 
By Veronica March~ Miller 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
· Sophomore Marpessa 
Andrews anxiously looked at 
the clock atop Founders, wait-
ing for the short hand to reach 
the 9. . 
"Is it 11:45 yet?" she asked, 
double-checking with a friend. 
Wearing a tee shirt depict-
ing the likeness of Cuban revo-
lutionary Che Guevara, fresh-
man · Peta Lindsay waited 
patiently under the flagpole on 
Howard's main yard. ''Do you 
want to chant?" she asked 
Andrews. "People like chanti-
ng." 
Andrews tested the micro-
phone attached to a bullhorn. 
"Howard University!" she 
called, as tl1e volume was low-
ered on a radio playing Bob 
Marley. "It's 11:45 and we're 
here against the war in Iraq. I 
want to see every black face out 
here!" 
She began a chant, "One, 
two, three, four, we don't want 
your racist war!" 
"Five, six, seven, eight," 
answered a growing crowd. 
"Stop the violence, stop the 
hate!" 
On Mar. 5 Howard 
University Student Association 
(HUSA), Amnesty 
International, and the 
ANSWER Coalition sponsored 
a walk-out at Howard 
University, protesting the war 
in Iraq. 
Students were to walk out 
of class and gather at the flag-
pole at 11:45 a.m. This _was just 
See PEACE page A9 
MIOTO UYMAYAOlLLIAM 
Students gathered on the yard Wednesday to express their 
opposition to the war with Iraq. 
Cotrunittee was going to fine Ms. 
Herbert forfour altercations, then 
the fines should have been at dif-
ferent prices." 
The General Assembly even-
tually voted to only fine Herbert 
$25 dollars for disrupting a Speak 
O1.tt. ' • . 
The other gnevance that the 
General Assembly discussed was 
tile termination of Nell Bradley, 
fonner public relations director 
for tl1e General Elections 
See GAM page A9 
Inside 
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Views 
Do you think 
the campus 
should be gated 
for safety? 
Brian Jackson 
Freshman 
Broadcast Journali\m 
··No. bct-aust· ,ve'd be ~hutting 
ou1 the communi1y and 
Ho\\ard ,tre,scs the idea of 
community co student\.'' 
Mia Humpton 
h -.,slun,m 
Broadcast Journnlhm 
·y , because ,ro, of th 
nolcn,c thm has happened 
this )'C,IT has been from peo-
ple out,ide the student 
body:· 
Sinira Hnrrh 
Fr..-.hnum 
Puhlk Relation, 
"'No, I think CJmpu, police 
should do their job!" 
Jeremy Simmon~ 
frc,llman 
R:1dio1TV/Film 
'"Ye,. To keep the random 
homeless peoplc. criminals 
and others who don't belong 
on thi!I. campus out.·• • 
HY A-\llS:\ I I \I I 
AZ 
West Speaks at Howard 
By Amber Mobley 
Nation & World Editor 
"I came to this Chocolate 
City tonight to unsettle each and 
every one of you," said religion 
and philosophy professor 
Cornell West, IQ a packed 
Cramton Auditorium on 
Wednesday. 
West, one of the woild's 
most renowned black intellectu-
als, did just that as he brought a 
message of avoiding spiritual 
death by embracing social 
renewal and equality. 
Maintaining "moral consis-
tency," he said, is the corner-
stone of, not merely surviving 
being black in America, but leav-
ing a legacy of progress and truly 
walking with God. 
West's forum was a part of 
Howard University's Religious 
Organization's Spiritual 
Renewal Week, yet West also 
made it a point to weave in polit-
ical, socio-economic and race-
based issues. 
West mixed examples from 
the lives, issues and philoso-
phies of intellectuals such as 
Socrates and Malcolm X with 
those of funkster George 
Clinton, jazz musician John 
Coltrane and late rapper Tupac 
Shalmr, to bring his message. 
"Socrates said that 'the 
unexamined life is not worth liv-
ing,' and then Malcolm X went 
on to say that 'the examined life 
is painful,'" West said. 
It was that examination of 
life, it's meaning and the role of 
blacks in the big picture, that 
had the audience laughing, con-
templating, clapping and 
"umph"ing for more than two 
hours. 
'1.0-IU BY \IAY.\ C,11 I IA.\1 
Renowned scholar and author, Cornell West, spoke In 
Cramton Auditorium Wedesday night. 
"This is a part of the 
Howard experience,· said grad-
uating senior Arabella 
Littlepage. 
Howard University 
President H. Patrick Swygert 
was not in attendance and no 
reason was given for his 
absence, but Provost A. Toy 
Caldwell-Colbert sat in the audi-
ence with her daughter. 
"I feel as though Cornell 
West has a lot of profound ideas 
and it's important for [my 
daughter) to be exposed to," 
Caldwell-Colbert said. 
West said remaining moral-
ly consistent means justice, it 
means love and it constitutes 
not forgetting the pain of the 
common man. 
"We get intoxicated with the 
black bourgeois and it's hard to 
feel the funk." 
Quite plainly, West remind-
ed the largely Howard student-
populated audience to leave a 
mark on society by aiding fellow 
blacks - regardless of class or 
education - by having the 
courage to speak the truth 
through love. 
West also paralleled the 
U.S. fight against terrorism to 
white supremacy in America. 
"You can't fight terrorism 
abroad and say a kind word 
about it at home and think 
you're morally consistent," he 
said. 
"Anybody who tells the 
truth about white supremacy in 
See WEST page A6 
Stolen 
Projectors 
Recovered 
By David Johns 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The students respon• 
sible for the recent rash of 
robberies in the School of 
Business have been appre-
hended after a search war-
rant recovered two of the four 
smart liquid crystal display 
(LCD) projectors, taken less 
than a 1nonth ago. 
On Jan. 30, the DC 
metropolitan police along 
with Howard University cam-
pus police executed three 
search warrants at a stu-
dent's apartment. Three 
Howard University students 
have been identified and 
expelled in connection with 
the theft. The names of the 
students are not being 
released-due to the ongoing 
investigation. 
While officials are 
careful to release any infor-
mation pertaining to the 
nature of the investigation 
and what led to the DC Metro 
police issuing and enforcing 
the warrants, wishing to pro-
tect the integrity of the case, 
Howard University Chief of 
Police Reginald L. Smith 
maintained that the students 
would be punished under the 
penalties of the law. 
At press time Smith said, 
"three arrest warrants have 
been served and two students 
have been charged with 
receiving stolen property. An 
outstanding warrant has 
been issued for the third stu-
dent." 
The School of Business 
Assistant Dean of Admissions 
Dean Sirjue maintains that 
the school will show no sym-
pathy for students who wish 
to seal. 
"It's amazing that the 
same students we teach 
would take from us," Sirjue 
said. "It is really unfair that 
it is one of our own kids that 
would want to deprive other 
students of use of this tech-
nology, especially in the 
school of Business. The tech-
nology is used to prepare stu• 
dents for success in the 
boardroom." 
Smith shared the 
sentiments of Sirjue. "It's a 
sad day when students take it 
upon themselves to seal from 
Howard University and 
deprive other students. [At 
HU) we go to great lengths to 
equip students with the very 
best technology to enhance 
their learning experience. It 
is extremely sad that these 
students selfishly and know-
ingly intended to deprive 
[their) fellow students." 
Phase Two of the Housing Policy to Kick Off 
By David Johns 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Office of Residence Life 
plans to present its campaign for 
the second phase of the new 
housing procedure - which will 
allow students to make room 
selections from the comforts of 
their own home. 
The second phase of the new 
hosing policy, following the sub-
mission of RSVP forms and pay-
ment of the housing deposit will 
allow students to select their 
rooms onlinc after the Banner 
system calculates points. 
Often, when new policies 
are introduced the attachment 
to the way things were is 
replaced by a sense of frustra-
tion, an.x.icty, and fear. This has 
been the case with the new hons-
ing policy and the introduction 
of the RSVP plans. However, 
despite a pelVl'.ISivc fear that stu-
dents may be unfairly treated 
and left without housing, under 
the new plan, the office of resi-
dence life is confident that once 
the an.x.iety fades, students and 
the University, will be pleased 
with the new procedure. 
The Room Selection 
Verification Plan, which requires 
students to submit letters of 
endorsement to verify commu-
nity and campus involvement, 
results in an accumulation of 
points which will be calculated 
to determine the days that stu-
dents will be able to select hous-
ing. 
The next step under the new 
housing assessment plan con-
nects the accumulation of points 
and the use of Howard's Banner 
system to donnitory selection. 
The banner system is 
Howard's central academic 
recording system. However, the 
system-which has been used in 
residence life-since the fall of 
1998, has functioned without 
implementing the various capa-
bilities of the program but the 
Office of Residence Life plans to 
utilize modules in an attempt to 
make the housing process sim-
ple and effortless, on the part of 
students, while encouraging the 
university to continue to utilize 
current technology. 
While many .students are 
unfamitiar "ith the various steps 
of the new RSVP plan and ques-
tion the end goal of the new 
See POLICY page A6 
PIIOIO BY A\U'V. HAU. 
Students will be able to apply for their choice In dorm over 
the Internet. 
Josef Sawyer, Miyanda Jackson to Lead Hilltop 
Board Selects New Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager 
Josef Sawyer, editor-In-chief elect and Mlyanda Jackson, 
next year's business manager, plan to bring the newspaper 
to new heights. 
By D avid Johns 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Many may not realize just 
what it takes to produce a stu-
dent-run newspaper-let alone 
the nation's largest collegiate 
black newspaper- but recently 
elected Editor-in-Chief (EiC) 
Josef Sawyer, will soon experi-
ence just this. 
The Hilltop Policy Board 
selected him along with 
Miyanda Jackson, the 2003-
2004 Hilltop Business 
Manager, on Mar. 4. The board 
is comprised of administrators 
and students, who evaluated 
candidates that presented their 
interpretation of The Hilltop's 
past, present, and future. 
Sawyer, the current 
Tuesday Managing Editor of 
The Hilltop, won the board's 
support over junior print jour-
The Hilltop 
nalism major, Derrick Nayo. 
Since his freshmen year, 
Sawyer bas filled various posi-
tions for the paper including: 
Staff Writer, Online Editor and 
Campus Editor. 
Jackson, the current assis-
tant business manager, was 
selected unanimously after her 
opponent elected not to inter-
view. 
Sawyer has always loved 
English; however, the plan, not 
all left to bis design, was to 
matriculate and become an 
engineer. 
However, fate had an alter-
native plan for Sawyer. 
"My future was set my sen-
ior year of high school,• Sawyer 
said. "One day my mother 
brought home a booklet for a 
Howard University 
Multicultural Journalism 
Workshop. After th inking 
about it, I applied." 
Sawyer flourished in the 
summer program, earning the 
attention of then Dean of the 
Journalism Department, 
Barbara Hines, and program 
instructor Rochelle Tillery-
Larkin, who offered him a jour-
nalism scholarship. 
"I put my all into the pro-
gram. I loved writing and the 
program allowed me to grow 
from the encouragement of 
teachers," Sawyer said. "I built 
a network of friends and faculty 
members who took an active 
interest in me as a student. It 
took a while but I made the 
decision to come with the goal 
of writing for The Hilltop in 
mind." 
Sawyer's career with The 
SEE HILLTOP Page AS 
March 7, 2003 
Campus Safety Questioned After Shooting 
SHOT from A1 
to leave the lobby because they 
were being too loud and visitation 
in the dorm was over for the 
night. 
The group of l2 moved into 
the courtyard but said htey were 
told by campus police officers that 
they needed to leave Drew Hall 
property completely. 
Campus Police Chief, 
Reginald Smith, failed to return 
a phone call place by The Hilltop 
for comment. 
Todd Johnson [no relation], 
a freshman resident in Drew 
Matthew Grace. 
March 7, 2003 
who was a part of tl1e group, said 
Campus Police continued to fol-
low them and made them wait on 
Georgia A venue. 
"We had no choice but to 
leave," Todd said. "We were just 
ttying to call a cab.• 
According to Metropolitan 
Police reports, while tl1e group 
"I was laying their on the 
ground, with my legs shot up and 
tl1ey were asking me for my ID," 
Grace said. "I told them I couldn't 
move my legs, but he told me to 
roll over and get my wallet from 
my back pocket.• 
Grace said he was unable to 
tell if the officer asking for ID was 
"I can't leave my son here if l'1n not 
assured he is going to be safe," 
-- Joh11 Grace, father of Matthew Grace, who was shot 
five times 011 Saturday. 
was waiting for the cab, a dark 
green mini-van parked and a 
black male, approximately 20-25 
years old, with shoulder-length 
dreadlocks and missing teeth got 
out of the van. 
Grace said after robbing one 
of the girls, the man turned his 
attention on him. 
"He yelled, 'I'm going to kill 
all of you [expletive],= Grace said. 
"I saw him reach for his gun." 
Grace said the man backed 
up to get close to his minivan, 
opened the car door and started 
shooting. He then got into his car 
and drove off immediately. 
Grace said he was hit by five 
bullets and grazed by another. 
Geary Johnson said he was hit 
twice. 
"My friends thought I was 
dead," said Grace, who took all 
five shots in his legs. "I thought I 
was paral)'7.ed.. • 
Grace said campus and 
Metropolitan Police anived with-
in minutes, but refused to help 
him until he showed them his ID. 
Metro police or campus. 
Sergeant Joseph Gentile, of 
the Metro Polioe said he is not 
sure if tl1c polioe offioer on duty 
asked for Grace's ID, but said it's 
not unusual- even if the person 
is wounded. 
"It's a trick you use to keep 
people from going into shock," 
Gentile said. "Keep the victim 
concentrated on himself." 
John Grace and his wife 
Karen flew in from California to 
be with thcir son. 
When they got to D.C., the 
Graces said they tried to contact 
university officials a number of 
times but had no luck. 
Grace said he placed several 
calls to university interim Vice 
Provost for Student Affairs, 
Raymond Archer conoerning his 
son. 
"I shouldn't have been con-
tacting administrators, they 
should have been contacting me,• 
Grace said. 
A meeting with Howard 
President H. Patrick Swygert was 
scheduled. 
But Grace said he was left 
dissatisfied with the meeting, 
"I met with Swygert and I 
couldn't have been more unim-
pressed," Grace said. "Swygert 
told me there was an investiga-
tion being conducted into my 
son's shoonng, but what kind of 
investigation are they doing if 
three days later they haven't even 
contacted my son or Geary 
[Johnson]," Grace said. 
He said he felt like tlle 
University was unaffected and 
unable to provide concrete 
answers. 
Swygert was unavailable for 
comment on this particular issue. 
However Dr. Franklin Chambers, 
Dean of Residence Life disagrees. 
He feels the uruversity did an ade-
quate job in contacting the family. 
'jl can't 
leave my son 
here if I'm not 
assured he is 
going to be 
safe," Grace 
said. 
F r o m 
1999-2001 
there were 53 
robberies, 56 
cases of aggra• 
vated assault 
and 223 bur-
glaries on 
Howard's cam-
pus, according 
to . the 
Department of 
Education. 
1'1IOTOS BY \tAVAOIU.JAM 
"Anytime you have an inci-
dent of this magnitude you want 
to make yourself available to 
address the individuals' concerns 
and offer some sort comfort," 
Chambers said "Most people 
wru1t to have an opportunity to 
speak to someone and I believe 
that the uruversity provided that 
opportunity." 
In corp• 
parison, during 
that same time 
period, there 
were three 
robberies, 14 
cases of aggra-
vated assault 
and 151 bur-
glaries on the 
Karen Grace's son, Matthew, was shot 
Saturday. 
In addition to Chambers 
statement, Swygert visited both 
students in Drew and told both 
that transportation and dining 
services would be provided to 
them. He also said that each stu-
dent's professors and deans were 
contacted and made aware of the 
situation. 
Matthew Grace was not avail-
able to make sure these events 
actually occurred. 
However John Grace still 
refused to believe that the campus 
is safe, contrary to Swygert state-
ment that it is. 
main campus of George 
Washington University - an 
open urban campus - also locat-
ed in the District. 
On Monday evening, a meet-
ing was held by administrators to 
talk to Drew Hall residents and 
offer them counseling. 
Grace said there should be an 
ATM installed in Drew, longer 
cafeteria hours to avoid students 
walking late at night to local 
restaurants and a shuttle stop at 
Drew. 
University spokesperson J.J. 
Pryor said shuttle servioe to Drew 
started on Wednesday, and hot 
food sen~ce vending machines 
would be installed in Drew by 
Shop 
today, so students won't have to 
go to Georgia Avenue late at 
night. 
The University also has a 
contract with Yellow Cob so stu-
dents can call or resen•e service. A 
direct dial system is also planned 
for implementation in donn hall 
lobbies. This number will be post-
ed in residence halls. 
A larger security presence in 
Drew Hall and the surrounding 
areas is to be implemented and 
Metro Police has agreed to put 
more patrols in the area. 
Pryor said the University will 
also install more ATM machines 
See SHOT page 85 
Dance Dine~learn 
Meet Listen 
Play~Study Cheerf/1 
Ride&,Metro 
Metrobus and Metrorail aren't just for getting to and from work. Take 
them to ball games, museums, stores, concerts, restaurants, theaters, parks, 
wherever you want to go. And during those times when Metro isn't full of 
commuters (middle of the day, evenings, weekends and late night) fares 
are cheaper. 
To plan your bus or rail trip and get 
fare information, visit the Ride Guide at 
www.metroopensdoors.com. Or call 
202-637-700)/TTY 202-638-3780. So pick 
a time when there is no rush, and ride 
Metro for fun. 
fJ]opens 
hb4ddoors 
~ 
The Hilltop A3 
Mayors Nation-Wide in Need of Money 
Terrorism Security Measures Growing Too Costly for Cities 
By Terez A. Paylor 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
(USCM). 
The conference, 
which was held 
January 23, gave 
the mayors of over 
300,000 cities a 
chance to collect 
their thoughts 
ers and a new economic plan his fiscal year 2003 budget 
that develops more jobs and sent it to Congress to be 
to include general economic 
assistance for states and cities 
for the First Responders 
Initiative. The bill, however, 
provides on ly $ 1.3 billion for 
this purpose." U.S. Cities want help and 
they want help now. 
Jr-----~f~o~r~-.... "- approved. Though 
t h e 
to help make 
up for the 
$2.6 bil-
l i o n 
Meanwhile the bill pro-
vides $2 2 billion for existing 
state and local grant pro-
grams, which are not directly 
related to higher-priority ter-
rorism preparedness and pre-
vention efforts. 
Shortly after the 2001 ter-
rorist attacks, President 
George W. Bush promised at 
least $3.5 billion in federal 
grants to state and local gov-
ernments to improve their 
defense against another pos-
sible terrorist attack. 
By January 2003, cities 
and states have yet to see a 
dime. The grants hadn't been 
approved by Congress and the 
cities were suffering. 
Acco'rding to reports, 
cities have already spent 
around $2.6 billion of their 
own money since the terrorist 
attacks and urban areas in the 
U.S. lost 646,000 jobs last 
year. 
Mayors of the cities in and 
around these urban areas 
expressed their concerns a 
month ago during the U.S. 
Conference of Mayors 
GR.APIUC 
<.OORTfiS Y 0 1 
\IAPSCO\I 
Mayors 
from all of 
the nation's 
major cities 
came to 
Washington DC 
to ask President 
Bush for funds to 
help their 
d 
Increased debt. 
an 
opinions as a whole and pres-
ent them to the President. 
Coming out of the confer-
ence, the mayors mainly 
asked Bush for two things: 
federal assistance in paying 
salaries for policemen, fire-
fighters and emergency work-
the 
people in 
cities. 
Bush, in 
turn, included' 
the $3.5 billion he promised 
to the cities for homeland 
security investments also 
known as First Responders in 
USCM was pleased 
with the fact that Bush 
requested the long overdue 
funding, they were not 
happy that the budget failed 
they've 
lost over 
the past 
h e n 
Congress final-
ly approved the 
budget rn 
February, they 
found that the 
money they 
agreed to provide 
fe]J short of the 
amount requested. 
"(The Budget) falls 
nearly $ 1 billion short of 
my request for state and 
local law enforcement 
and emergency person-
nel and particularly 
underfunds terrorism 
preparedness for First 
Responders,• said Bush. 
"I requested $3.5 billion 
"This is unsatisfactory, 
and my Administration will 
use every appropriate tool 
available to ensure that these 
funds arc directed to the high-
est priority homeland security 
needs," said Bush. 
The mayors were disap-
pointed with the bill as well. 
"Our police officers, our 
firefighters, our EMS work-
ers, our residents and our 
businesses deserve more and 
the deserve better," said 
Thomas Menino, president of 
the U.S. Conference of 
Mayors. 
More Black Families Choose Homeschooling 
Conditions of Public School at Root of the Cause 
By Amie McLain 
Contributing Writer 
Unlike most 16-year-old 
girls, Christi Owens is not in 
high school. 
Monday through Friday, 
Christi is "in class" on her com-
puter for four hours a day. 
Her mother, Lynette 
Owens works for Advocate for 
Parents, a program in New 
Orleans system that aids par-
ent-child relationships. 
She took Christi out of pub-
lic school last year because of 
the social environment and 
quality of teachers. 
"A girl at her school gave 
Christi a knife .. .! don't want my 
daughter hanging around kids 
that bring knives to school. 
And, there were girls at that 
school that wanted to fight 
her," Owens said. 
Owens and her husband 
enrolled Christi into the Alpha 
Omega Academy, a multimedia 
online schoolhouse located at 
www.welcometoschool.co m, 
paying approximately $1,000 a 
year. 
Their daughter participates 
in four core subjects; math, sci-
ence, language arts, and histo-
ry. 
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More black families 
hope to provide their 
children with a higher 
quality of education 
without publlc or pri-
vate Institutes. 
Like the Owenses, more 
and more families are choosing 
to homeschool their children, 
either teaching their children 
themselves, or placing them in 
computer-based teaching pro-
grams. 
Three years ago, blacks 
accounted for one percent of 
the 850,000 homeschooled 
students according to the 
National Center for Education 
Statistics. Since then, that 
number has grown to about five 
percent of the 1.7 million chil-
dren homeschooled. 
In a recent Washington 
Times article, Joyce Burnes, co-
founder of the National Black 
Home Educators Resource 
Association said the reasons 
behind more blacks choosing 
homeschool varies from family 
to family, but most admit they 
are influenced by the failing 
public school gystem. 
Owens was not only afraid 
for her daughter's physical 
safety, but also disappointed in 
the behavior of teachers. 
"They are joking and curs-
ing along with the kids, playing 
cards and gambling in class-
rooms," Owens said. 
Howard University math 
Pentagon Memorial Chosen 
1-,KJIO C'OL R11 ~' Y 01 1 Ill:. WASlll '\010~ POn 
Those who died ill the Sept. 
11 attack 011 the Pe11tago11 
i11 Arli11gto11, VA will be 
honored by a 2-acre memo-
rial feat11ri11g 184 ill11mi-
11ated benches - 011e for 
each of the victims. Each 
bench will have the name 
of a victim engraved 011 it. 
"THE MEMORIAL HAD TO BE LIKE NO OTHER 
MEMORIAL, BECAUSE SEPT. 11 WAS LIKE NO OTHER 
DAY." 
- Julie Beckman, co-designer of a memorial that will feature 184 benches 
to honor each victim of the terrorist attack at the Pentagon. 
professor in the School of 
Education, Gerunda Hugh es, 
can sympathize "~th parents 
who decide to home-school. 
conclusions based on the recent 
statistics from the National 
Home Educators Research 
Institute. 
pie person and I like to be 
around people," Christi said. 
Study assistance is often 
una,•ailable. 
"Parents are the first teach-
ers of their children and so for 
me it's a natural thing that par-
ents would teach their chil-
dren; Hughes said. 
"Many of them feel they 
can do a better job." 
R.C. Saravanabhavan, edi-
tor in chief of the Howard-
sponsored quarterly publica-
tion, Journal of Negro 
Education (JNE), which inves-
tigates issues related to African 
Americans is slow to draw any 
"It is hard to make a com-
ment without knowing if this 
increase is proportionate to 
increase in the general popula-
tion or if this is unique to 
African American families. 
However, I believe that this is 
related to the growing distrust 
toward public schools," 
Saravanabhavan said. 
"If I don't understand an 
exercise with Alpha Omega and 
my parents aren't home, then 
I'm stuck," she said. 
Christi wants to be a thera-
pist when she grows up and 
hopes that her mother will 
enroll her into a private school 
nex't school year. 
For more information on 
statistics involving home-
schooled children, go to the 
National Center for Education 
Statistics at: www.nces.ro.gov. 
However, Christi is not as 
happy as her mother. 
"I like being able to get up 
whene,·er I want, but I'm a pco-
'Styrofoam Versus Paper Debate' 
All of the cafeterias and restaurants on 
Howard University's campus have been using 
Styrofoam products a lot lately. 
The cups, plates and salad bowls in the 
cafeterias beg the question: Do people know 
about the effects of Styrofoam on the environ-
ment? 
It is about time that we started renecting 
on what happens to our Styrofoam waste. 
Styrofoam, also known as polystyrene, 
falls under the category of a code number 6 
plastic. Plastics are derived from petroleum: a 
non-renewable resource. 
Polystyrene appears either in the foam 
form, such as Styrofoam, or as a hard plastic 
form, such as plastic cutlery, coat hangers, 
and CD cases. The 
an afterlife: it can be used to make other use-
ful products. Also as a minor bonus, paper 
come.s from trees, and trees, unlike petrole-
um, are a renewable resource. 
LasUy, and most importanUy, paper is 
biodegradable. What this means is that paper 
can rot, but Styrofoam cannot. 
Both paper and Styrofoam contain mole-
cules made up of millions of atoms held tight-
ly together. For either to rot, takes the action 
of small animals, fungi, or microbes in the 
soil. These organisms have the digestive juices 
and enzymes that can break down giant mole-
cules found in plants, and therefore digesting 
paper, a byproduct of plants, comes naturally 
to them. 
Styrofoam form gets its 
texture from a blowing 
agent. 
H.U.E.S. 
However, these organisms 
have yet to evolve the enzymes 
specific to breaking down the 
dissimilar giant molecules 
found in Styrofoam and other 
plastics. 
It is this blowing agent 
that made Styrofoam an 
environmental evil prior to 
Howard University 
Environmental Society 
1988. Before 1988 the blowing agent was a gas 
containing chloronuorocarbons or CFCs. The 
CFCs contained in the Styrofoam have delete-
rious effects on the ozone layer of our atmos-
phere. 
However, in 1988, the advent of new 
blowing agents containing environmentally 
friendly gases conferred less of an environ-
mental ill to this compound. 
So without the threat of CFCs, with a less 
than 1% consumption of the non-renewable 
resource, petroleum, what is the incentive to 
switch to paper cups? 
A Styrofoam cup gets used once and then 
the cup spends its entire life in a garbage 
heap. 
Unlike a Styrofoam cup, a paper cup has 
There have been recent 
advances that boast of plastics that have parts 
of their giant molecules similar in structure to 
that of wood. 
These plastics, unlike Styrofoam, will rot 
in the environment because they are 
biodegradable. Until the organisms in our soil 
evolve into Styrofoam eating beings, it is fair 
to say that the environmentally conscious per-
son has reason enough to put out the extra 
money and go with paper cups. 
Think about the millions of Styrofoam 
cups eternally lying donnant in parks, cities, 
and other places where we now see litter. 
Then think about if it would have made a 
difference to the environment had these cups 
been paper instead. 
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USA PATRIOT Act Taking Away Basic Rights 
Powers of Controversial Anti-Terrorism Act to be Expanded 
By Leah Harris and 
Kristen M. Howard 
Hilltop Staff Reporters 
Post Sept. 11 policy has 
brought many Americans face 
to face with new and often 
unfamiliar creases and crevices 
of the Bill of Rights. 
The Uniting and 
Strengthening America by 
Providing Appropriate Tools 
Required to Intercept and 
Obstruct Terrorism, or USA 
PATRIOT Act, was passed by 
both the House and Senate and 
signed by the president in the 
almost record time of one 
month, has been instrumental 
in shocking citizens with tJ1e 
realization of how far the gov-
ernment will go "to protect" its 
citizens. 
The most pertinent provi-
sions and clauses of the act 
include: 
- Relaxed restrictions on 
information sharing between 
U.S. law enforcement and intel-
ligence officers about suspected 
terrorists. 
- Making it illegal to 
knowingly harbor a terrorist. 
ment officials greater subpoena 
power for e-mail record~ ofter-
rorist suspects. 
- Tripling the number of 
Border Patrol, Customs Service 
Inspectors and Immigration 
and Naturalization Service 
Canada. 
Over 1,200 people have 
already been seized, and an 
additional 5,000 interrogated. 
These prisoners, who the Bush 
administration admits are not 
terrorists, are still being held, 
time period is meant to ensure 
that the bill will not be abused 
and the Senate approved th.is 
date 98 to 1. 
However, Internet surveil-
lance without a court mandate 
and home/office searches with-
G.RAPILIC C'OliRTt.s \' OF oo~smvno, co,1 
tration has come up with the 
Domestic Security 
Enhancement Act of 2003 
(DSEA). 
This new act drawn up by 
Attorney General John Ashcroft 
has not been officially released 
by the Department of Justice, 
but has already been dubbed 
'Son of the Patriot Act' and 
'Patriot Act 11'. Reducing or 
eliminating judicial oversight 
dealing with surveillance, creat-
ing new death penalties for ter-
rorists, authorizing secret 
arrests, creating a suspected 
terrorist DNA database and 
stripping Americans of citizen-
ship for supporting certain 
political organizations are com-
ponents of th.is proposed law. 
Senate Judiciary 
Committee members have been 
asking for information about 
this bill for months and despite 
the extensive work that has 
obviously been put into it, com-
mittee members were told that 
no such bill was under works. 
Not even having been consulted 
with Congress, this new legisla-
tion is being kept under tight 
wraps. 
- Authorizing "roving 
wiretaps," so that law enforce-
ment officials can get court 
orders to wiretap any phone a 
suspected terrorist would use. 
Due to terrorism fears, Americans are now more vulnerable to abuses by the 
federal government. The US PATRIOT Act was lnacted to allow federal agen-
cies easy access to personal Information. 
Many feel the controversial 
bill is being saved until there is 
an actual war so less discussion 
about it will be necessary and 
the legislation will need to be 
enacted speedily. 
- Allowing the federal gov-
ernment to detain non-U.S. cit-
izens suspected.of terrorism for 
up to seven days without specif-
ic charges. 
- Allowing law enforce-
inspectors at the northern bor-
der of the United States and 
provides $100 million to 
improve technology and equip-
ment on the U.S. border with 
uncharged, due to racial and 
ethnic profiling. 
Some of the bill's surveil-
lance sections will expire in 
December 2005. The four-year 
out giving notification are per-
manent policies, not included 
in the expiration period. In 
efforts to extend the patriot act 
even further, Bush's adminis-
Howard students are some-
what divided on the issue. 
Public Relations major, Blair 
Edwards says, "It sounds like 
the Red Scare all over again." 
Back to Africa World Briefs 
Covering the Motherland and Other Lands 
It's Carnival Time! 
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil -
Rio de Janeiro's famed Carnival 
parade came to a 
close at dawn on 
Tuesday after tons 
of body glitter and 
20 hours of samba 
dazzled millions 
of viewers in 
Brazil and 
beyond. 
general who would command a 
war in Iraq headed to 
Washington for meetings with 
Under threat 
from drug gangs 
that terrorized Rio 
last week, the two-
day competition 
between 14 samba 
schools took place 
under its heaviest 
security as 3,000 
army troops were 
called in to back 
up 30,000 police 
safeguarding the 
f'UOTO COl',Jt:l Ts:Y 01' llEl.111 .RS 
The Queen of the Drums of samba school 
Unldos da Tljuca, Fabla Borges, dances 
In front of the band In Rio de Janeiro's 
Sambodrome on the second parade night 
of the season, March 3, 2003. 
city. 
Saddam: "Let My 
People Go" 
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Saddam 
Hussein accused the United 
States of trying to ensla·,e Arabs 
and said Iraq will defeat any 
invaders, even as he destroyed 
more Al Samoud 2 missiles 
Tuesday in hopes of averting a 
war. 
White House spokesman 
Ari Fleischer ridiculed the accu-
sations in Saddam's letter. 
... and the Troops Keep 
Coming 
THE MIDDLE EAST • The 
March 7, 2003 
top administration officials as 
the Pentagon prepared to send 
another 60,000 American 
troops to the Persian Gulf 
region. 
And with some 230,000 
U.S. forces already deployed, 
60,000 more were ordered 
there in the last few days, offi-
cials said. Another 20,000 to 
30,000 are expected to head for 
the region later - which would 
bring the force to well over 
300,000. 
Following a steady buildup 
in recent months, more than 
230,000 Americans are already 
in place, more tJian half in 
Kuwait. Also, some 18,000 to 
20,000 British were in Kuwait 
as of Saturday, with 6,000 
more expected during the 
week. 
Just Say 
No ... Internationally! 
COPENHAGEN, Denmark 
- International governments 
followed sports federations in 
supporting the approval of the 
first global anti-doping code. 
The United States, Russia 
and Iran on Tuesday made it 
clear they would back the 
World Antiol)oping Agency's 
uniforn1 code on the second 
day of a three-day summit on 
drugs in sports. 
The 53-page code was.to be 
put up for a vote Wednesday. 
The results will be assessed 
before next year's Athens 
Olympics. 
Rape Victim, Age 9, 
Receives Abortion, 
Criticism 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua · A 
pregnant 9-year-old 
Nicaraguan girl received an 
abortion at a private clinic and 
was recovering well, a private 
organization said last Friday. 
Nicaragua's Family 
Ministry had said it would seek 
to prosecute anyone who 
helped the family. 
The girl's parents have said 
she was raped in Costa Rica, 
and authorities there have 
taken a suspect into custody. 
19 Dead in Bombing 
MANILA, Philippines - A 
bomb planted inside a back-
pack ripped through an airport 
terminal in the southern 
Philippines on Tuesday, killing 
at least 19 people - including 
an American missionary - and 
said. 
What a \Veenie 
BEIJING • First 
came Ping-Pong diplo-
macy. Now, get ready 
for hot dog diplomacy. 
As Chinese Vice 
President Hu Jintao 
and Secretary of State 
Colin Powell exchanged 
pleasantries in 
Beijing's Great Hall of 
the People last week, 
the Chinese 
Communist Party 
PltoTOCOVRTSYOl'OSC'ARMI YI-.RCO\t leader warmly recalled 
Powell's offer to buy 
him a hot dog on the 
streets of his native 
Secretary of State Colin Powell 
reminisced about a hot dog with 
Vice-President of China last week. 
mJuring 147 in the nation's 
worst terrorist attack in three 
years. 
Three Americans were 
among the wounded. Many of 
the injured were in serious con-
dition and officials feared the 
death toll could rise. The dead 
included a boy, a girl, 10 men 
and seven women. 
Iajuries Suffered in 
Trinidadian Club Fire 
PORT-OF-SPAIN, Trinidad 
- At least seven people suffered 
bums during a pyrotechnic dis-
play at an outdoor concert in 
Trinidad, when fireworks shot 
from the stage flew into the 
crowd, police said Monday. 
None of the injuries were 
life threatening, authorities 
New York. 
Powell, who was 
born and raised in New York 
City's Soutl1 Bronx, said he 
brought greetings from 
President Bush and formally 
offered his congratulations to 
Hu on becoming general secre-
MIOlO COLR11 ~\" ()f· JI A.\MIARTC"0\1 
Dogs in Germany may no 
longer be forced to suffer 
from sexual frustration. 
The Hilltop 
"I think it's a total invasion 
of privacy because why should 
our living privileges be ruined 
by what twenty men have 
done?" said Marketing major 
Shelby Edmond. 
Now, this may all seem 
effective for the war on terror-
ism, but most of these provi-
sions include a predicate state-
ment about "suspected terror-
ist". 
The definition of suspected 
terrorist is vague. 
Any person of any color, 
creed, or religion could poten-
tially be a terrorist suspect. 
That allows the government to 
use its broad. reach to grab onto 
to anything or anyone they may 
feel is a threat of almost any 
kind. 
Looking carefully at what 
the act stipulates, it allows the 
government to take many of 
these steps, such as wiretap-
ping, without a warrant for this 
express purpose. 
Before the Patriot Act, the 
laws were very strict on just 
how far the government was 
able to look into your personal 
correspondence. 
It was necessary to have 
specific warrants to view any 
type of communication through 
phone or email. One would 
have to prove that specific evi-
dence that applies to certain 
felonies would be found. Now, 
the game has changed. 
tary of the Communist Party. 
• And I still leave open, sir, 
the offer of a hot dog in New 
York," Powell said, prompting 
laughter. 
Homdogs No More 
BERLIN • A German artist 
has applied for a license to open 
a brothel in Berlin for sexually 
frustrated dogs and says it will 
be the first of its kind any-
where. 
Karl-Friedrich Lenze, 54, 
said he planned to charge dog 
owners $27 per half hour of 
happiness. 
"If dogs can't get what they 
want, they get cranky - just 
like people," Lenze told 
Reuters. 
64 Killed in Nigerian 
Clashes 
LAGOS, Nigeria • At least 
63 people were shot or hacked 
to death in clashes between vil-
lagers in northeastern Nigeria. 
Officials said nomadic 
herdsmen and farmers clashed 
several times in nortJ1eastern 
Combe state and in neighbor-
ing Adamawa state. Police said 
they were investigating reports 
by villagers that armed 
Chadians triggered a bloodbath 
in Adamawa with an invasion of 
one of the most remote corners 
of Nigeria. 
World News Brief 
Sources: Associated 
Press and Reuters 
AS 
Second Phase of Housing Policy io Take Effect 
POLICY from A2 
changes, Interim Dean of 
Residence Life, Franklin 
Chambers, is confident tliat 
everything will make sense in the 
end, to those who are apprehen-
sive. 
"The Banner system is 
already used by tbe administra-
tion of the University, the 
changes in the new housing pro-
cedure only required us to create 
an additional [computer) script 
Cummings 
to Speak 
Today in 
Cramton 
HU FROM A1 
AIDS Caucus. He has brought 
life to Howard's motto of 
'Leadership for America and 
the Global Community.' 
Past Charter Day speakers 
and honorees include: Zora 
Neale Hurston, who was one of 
the first Alumni Achievement 
Award Recipients; Franklin D. 
Ra ines, CEO of the Fannie 
Mae Corporation; James E. 
Silcott, Endowed Chair for 
Howard's School of 
Architecture and Design and 
Sean "Puffy" Combs, CEO of 
Bad Boy Entertainment. 
March 6, 1999 marked the 
most successful Charter Day 
after the University raised 
$2.4 million, twice as much as 
the committee for the event 
anticipated. 
"The spirit of Howard was 
enlivened throughout the 
night as we paid tribute to 
alumni who have distin-
guished themselves in their 
personal, professional and 
civic lives; said President H. 
Patrick Swygert in regards to 
the event. "Some may have 
observed the elegant affair and 
asked, 'who could ask for any-
thing more?' My answer: we 
can. " 
General Oliver 0. Howard 
founded the University in 
1867. As commissioner of the 
Freedmen's Bureau, Howard 
founded the school after a few 
members of the First 
Congressional Society of 
Washington considered estab-
lishing a theological seminary 
for the education of black cler-
gymen. This idea became a 
reality and within two years, 
the University consisted of the 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Medicine and was named after 
the Civil War hero. 
By 1936, ten years after 
Dr. Mordecai Wyatt Johnson 
- Howard's first black presi-
dent - retired, Howard con-
sisted of ten schools and col• 
leges, 6,000 students, a faculty 
of prominent black scholars 
and an operating budget of $8 
million. 
Charter Day was estab-
lished in 1943 as a means to 
raise funds for student schol-
arships and to address aca-
demic program needs. 
According to the S•udent H-
Book & Planner, most of the 
university's early financial 
support came from the 
Freedmen's Bureau. 
Each year during the 
observance, the achievements 
of alumni and distinguished 
industry professionals are rec-
ognized. 
For more information on 
this event contact the Office of 
Student Acth~ties at 202-806-
7000. 
A6 
for modules [qualifying cate-
gories used within the computer 
system] reflecting tbe additional 
tracking of employment, com-
munity service, and campus 
involvement," Chambers said. 
"[These changes) give the 
University the oppo~unity to use 
everything in Banner so that 
everything that the University 
records will be centralized and 
available on a network." 
Residence Life has recently 
been accused of being under 
publicized and demanding that 
students provide verification 
forms within inadequate dura-
tions of time, staff members 
maintain that information was 
placed in each of the dorms well 
before ads in The Hilltop, 
announcing deadlines were pro-
duced. · 
"While some people feel that 
we do not know what we arc 
doing; it shows that this was a 
painstakingly thought out 
process," Chambers said. "We 
conducted the research into the 
new RSVP policy and were sym-
pathetic to the needs of the stu-
dents. Once they realize that 
what we are doing makes things 
a lot easier a lot of the anxieties 
will dissipate." 
Many students have ques-
tioned the point system used to 
establish the order in which stu-
dents will be allowed to select 
housing options. 
"It just seems fair that as a 
transfer student who also lives in 
the area, I am penalized for not 
having the opportunity to estab• 
lisb myself on ~ampus and 
become involved with campus 
organizations,'' said Junior 
Issatou Bah. "The fact that my 
home is relatively close should 
not be used against me as some 
homes may not be conducive to 
an educational experience." 
Confident that the steps 
taken to ensure fairness in a sys-
tem where some students may 
feel slighted, Residence Life 
administration stands behind 
the new policy. 
"It really does make things 
fair, it may take students time to 
realize it but they will," said 
Resident Life Director Joseph 
Emanuel. 
"We are excited and confi-
dent that [the system) is going to 
work and the fear that students 
have regarding not being housed 
will go away," Chambers said. 
"[Students) may not receive their 
first choice, but those who par-
ticipate in RSVP will be housed." 
For now students wiU have 
to wait and see just what the 
RSVP policy bas in store. 
Cornell West Speaks on Campus Wednesday 
WEST from A2 
America ought to be ready to 
die, not just physically," he said, 
"because you can sell out and 
end up spiritually dead." 
Leaders, especially black 
leaders, should "have courage to 
speak critically and plainly," said 
West. 
• A condition of truth is to 
allow suffering to speak," he 
said. 
And it is this suffering that 
West said, brings people closer 
to God and is a thing not to be 
ignored if society is to succeed. 
"Being a saint has nothing 
to do with perfection. It is seeing 
the suffering of the world 
through the lens of your heart.• 
"Often, we are so involved 
with livinithcAmerican Dream, 
we forget the American 
Nightmare." 
West encouraged the audi-
ence to be less involved with self 
and more involved in "commu-
eds (this year alone): $300 
nity and communion." 
"Being a saint bas nothing 
to do with perfection. It is seeing 
the suffering of the world 
through the lense of your heart,• 
West said. "It takes courage to 
love." 
vintage rock posters: about $40 each frame for concert ticket stubs: $13 
letter from neighbor complaining about music: $0 used turntable: $20 
guitar pick necklace: $.75 
finding out there's an internship for people like you: priceless 
Apply for a summer Internship with lnterscope/Geffen/A&M Records at mastercard.com. 
You could be sent to Nashville, where you'll spend five weeks lcaming from industry bigwigs. 
You might even be flown to LA to wori< on the Jurassic S album />uwer in N1H11bers. 
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard. 
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What's News-
InBusine.~s and Finance 
Auto Sales \Vcaken, 
Production to Slow 
U.S. auto makers will respond to 
sagging sales or new vehicles by pro-
ducing !ewer cars and light trucks, 
the first lime the Industry has ac-
knowledged that consumer nervous, 
ness about a possible war wllh Iraq 
and high energy prices was hurting 
demand. 
The implications !or the economy 
could be widespread. The auto indus-
try has been a key driver or the U.S. 
economy since the terrorist attacks 
ol Sept 11. 2001. Auto sa.tes account 
for a filth ol total U.S. re tall sales. By 
keeping factories running and offer-
ing no-interest financing and other 
discounts to entice consumers, auto 
makers have helped keep the manu-
facturing sector !rom a more-painful 
slowdown despite sluggishness in 
other parts of the economy. 
But now, General Motors Corp .. 
the world's biggest auto maker. and 
Ford Motor Co., its top U.S. rival, say 
they plan to tap the brakes on pro-
duction in the second quarter of thls 
year amid concern that consumer de-
mand has softened to the point that 
even big rebates won't clear bulging 
inventories. Overall, U.S. car and 
light-truck sates !ell 6.9% in Febru-
ary to 1.2 million vehicles lrom a 
year earlier. GM was hit the hardest. 
with sales falling 19%, albeit rrom a 
strong performance a year earlier. 
Auto olliclals also blamed the 
weak economy and icy weather con-
ditions across many parts ol the 
country for the February results, the 
slowest annualized rate of sales 
since October. 
Crossover Vehicles: 
The Stealth SUV 
The auto Industry has a plan to 
keep drivers buying SUVS: disguis-
ing them. 
The Chrysler Pacifica, which bits 
showrooms this month, is the first or 
a new generation or family-size 
·crossover " models - vehicles that 
cut and paste various car. SUV and 
minivan features. The Pacifica has 
the front end or a car and the back 
end ol a minivan. 
To date. most of the smaller, more 
agile crossovers have been expen• 
sivc imports, like the Lexus RX 300. 
But now Chrysler is aiming al main-
stream soccer moms with its new 
Pacifica, which will sell for between 
536,000 and S10,000. General Motors 
Corp. already olfers a crossover ve• 
hicle, the Saturn Vue, and Ford Mo-
tor Co. is expected to release a 
crossover wagon next year. 
Auto makers want to preserve the 
load-carrying capacity and appear-
ance or a truck-based SUV. while eas-
ing- the roughness or the ride and im• 
proving on the suvs· poor gas 
mileage. Crossovers are manulac• 
tured like cars- with the noor. frame 
and upper body designed as a single 
unit. Typically. this leads 10 a lighter 
vehicle with better rue! efficiency 
and a lower center or gravity, which 
makes it less likely to roll over. Still. 
government testing hasn't been done 
yet on many or the new crossovers. 
But the auto makers risk under-
mining their highly profitable SUV 
franchises II they overplay the ad• 
vantages or crossovers. Whlle sales 
or conventional SUVs still dominate 
in volume, crossover sales are grow• 
ing much raster. They climbed 239i-
last year lrom 2001. according lo 
Ward's Automotive Reports. Ward's 
expects crossovers to surpass mini• 
vans in sales this year. 
Google Plans to Sell 
Ads on Other Siles 
Google Inc. is introducing a new 
advertising program that allows the 
popular provider or Web search tech-
nology to sell and deliver ads on 
other publishers' Web sites, broaden-
ing its business beyond just Web 
search. 
The company licenses its search 
technology to other companies, in-
cluding Yahoo Inc., to help their 
users scardt the Internet. Google 
also sells ads on its own Google Web 
site that arc related to certain key 
Winners and Losers 
Sates of some plctwps and lar!ll) SUVs fell 
in February. w!Hle smaller vehicles gained. 
Clumolet Sllvorado 
u,,ge pickup 
Ford Explorer, SUV 
T -29.2% 
T -7.!'JI, 
Honda CMc, Compact car A•I0.3% 
Ford Escape, Cross01-erSW ••28.4% 
Toyota Prtu>, GaHleasic ••32.9% 
hybrid ► ~ 1 :.. , ). 
-~ ~ ~ 
words and search queries. 
Now Google is expected to an-
nounce a new, automated program 
for content-targeted ads. That 
means that an Internet user reading 
a Web page on astronomy might see a 
related, Google-<lcli"cred advertisc-
menlfor telescopes on that page. The 
program makes Google, which has 
focused primarily on providing 
search technology, look more like an 
advertising company, similar to Dou, 
bleCllck Inc .. which sells and deliv-
er!; ads on third-party customers' 
Websites. 
"They're not laser-focused on 
search," said Danny Sullivan, editor 
or Search Engine Watch, a newslet-
ter. "This makes them a media com-
pany, an advertising network." 
For Spring Break, 
Try a $19 Cruise 
Bargains on cruises are increas-
ingly available as online travel com-
panies step up efforts to encot•ragc 
bookings online. and as the cruise in• 
dustry-due lo the threat of war-
tries to rm its berths. 
The cruise industry has tradition-
ally maintained that booking a cruise 
is too complicated lor travelers to 
handle without prolesstonal help. As 
a result, only 2.7¾ or cruises will be 
booked onllne this year, up from l.39i-
two years ago. 
Now, bowever, companies like 
Priceline.com, Travelocity.com and 
!cruise.com are moving aggressively 
to offer online bookings. SkY3uc-
tion.com, which lets pcople bid for 
cruises in an auction lormal, is oller-
ing three-night Bahamas excursions 
for less than SIOO. A company official 
says Skyauction bought these berths 
from Carnival for about S5ll apiece. 
In recent months, one lucky traveler 
got a 17-day cruise lrom Fort Laud-
erdale lo Italy lor $19 plus taxes and 
lees, when there were few bidders. 
FOr those willing to do their own 
research on ships, porL~ and cabin 
types, there's every reason to shop 
for deals online. But people uncer-
tain about what type of ship or cabin 
suits them best, or who want guid· 
ance on itineraries, might want to 
stick with a travel agent. 
Odds &Ends 
Martha Stewart Living Omnime-
dla Inc., battling sliding sales and 
invcstigatlons Into alleged insider 
stock trading by its rounder. re-
ported a S2 million loss in its fiscal 
rourth quarter as it restructured its 
dirett-s.1les business .... Billionaire 
investor Warren Bullett, in an an-
nual letter to shareholders in his 
holding company BerkShlre Hath-
away Inc .. discloses that he Isn't en-
amored ol most common stocks to 
day. "We will sit on the sidelines," he 
said in the letter. adding, ··0ccasion-
aity successlul investing requires in-
activity." 
By Jay Hershey 
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Best Goof Goes to Studios 
Pi rates Spin Out Copies 
Of DVDs Distributed 
For Oscar Balloting 
By ANNA WtLOE MAnlBWS, 
BRUCE ORw.w. and KAmv CHfu< 
DVDS can be il-
licitly copied 
and redistrib-
uted, most or 
the major stu-
dios this year 
sent out thOu• 
sands or so-
called Acad-
emy screeners 
in DVD format to the 
people who vale lor Os-
cars. In years past, the , 
rated DVD lorm shortly 
alter their release In U.S. 
theaters. Some arc still 
tow-quality reproductions 
that are made by having 
someone sneak into a the-
ater with a digital cam-
corder and film the movie 
the studios: getting Academy voters 
to honor their films when many or 
them have not seen them in theaters. 
Tb generate heat for Oscar con-
tenders. most of the studios send 
screeners not just to the 5,800 mem-
bers or the academy, but also to 1he 
press and at least some members or 
guilds representing writers. actors 
and other trades. Some studios are 
now sending more than 10,000 eopies 
ol each lilm, the vast majority in 
DVD format. 
ol! the screen, 
then copying that 
onto DVDs. Those 
are riddled with 
problems such as 
audio tracks in Sacred Cow 
which other 
moviegoers can 
be heard cough-
ing or eating pop-
corn. lncreas-
0 
ne day last week. Yung-
sheng Century Audio and 
Visual ~nter in Beijing 
provided a textbOOk exam-
ple of the growing piracy 
that movie companies 
dread. For25 yuan, or about S3, shop-
pers could buy a high-quality bOOtleg-
OVD or New Line Cinema's "The 
Lord ol the Rings: The Two 1'0W• 
ers"-months before authorized 
copies are set to be issued a.nywhere 
in the world. 
vast majority ol screen-
ers were sent out on 
,1dcotape, which is 
harder to copy and re-
distribute. But with the 
rapid rise or the DVD, 
most voters requested 
that their screcncrs 
come in that rormat, 
and the studios happily 
obliged. 
DVDs dlsbibuted by studio, lo lngly, pirates 
Warren IJeberlarb, the recently 
d•parted head ol Warner Home 
Video, says the issue is emblematlr 
or how digitalii.atlon is going to lorce 
Hollywood ··to rethink its customs 
and practices, as well as Its business 
models.· But Mr. Lieberfarb says the 
business types aren't always con-
sulted at Oscar time: ·Running the 
Academy campaign is one or the sa-
cred cows ol the movie industry. I 
would gamble that the video divi, 
sions were never consulted." 
But the source or the pirated ma• 
terial was unexpected: New Llne it· 
sell. In pursuit or Oscar nominations, 
the AOL Time Warner Inc. unit sent 
out thousands or pristine ·rwo row, 
ers" DVDs to members ol the Acad-
emy or Motion Picture Arts and Sci-
ences. Some ol those discs. however. 
!ell into the wrong hands and became 
the digital blueprint lor bootleggers 
who have copied the film and distrib-
uted it both onllne and in shops 
abroad. 
So even as ·rwo Towers·• plays in 
theaters around the world, perfect 
but illicitdigilalcopiesolthe film are 
v.1dely available. The DVD !or sale in 
Beijing still carried the on-screen 
warning: "The presentation you are 
about to see is for Academy consider-
ation only. It is the property or New 
Line Cinema and is not for sale or 
public exhibition." 
I Want My DVD 
The situation represents the colli-
sion ol two powerful forces in Holly-
wood: the race to stamp out piracy 
and the race to win Academy 
Awards. The movie studios say they 
are desperate to stop digital copying 
before It becomes as rampant as the 
the!t that has plagued the music in-
dustry in recent years. Yet, this sea-
son at least, it appears that the blood· 
lust to win Oscars ts proving 
stronger. 
Despite the ease with which 
UncleSam 
Doesn-'t Want 
AllofYou 
By l<EMDA J. DUNllAM 
0 
ver the past 18 months, the 
FBI. the Central Intelligence 
Agency, the National Secu• 
rlty Agency and the State 
Department have been out 
in force at Job !airs and col-
lege campuses. 
But despite the record number or 
applications, most agencies haven't 
been hiring in record numbers-cre-
ating a bottleneck or candidates and 
many disappointed applicants. or the 
record 32,239 people who took the 
State Department's Foreign-Service 
exam or applied there last !iscal year. 
only 170 were hired. 
·we're getting the most spectacu• 
larly motivated people that we'\'e 
ever had in our history,'' says Niels 
Marquardt, director or the depart-
ment's diplomatic readiness task 
lorce. ·we've enlarged the pool ol 
people who are Interested, so our 
standards arc going up," 
Some people who have applied !or 
a federal law-enforcement or Intelli-
gence Job say they had to run a gant, 
let or tests and security cleara.nces 
u,at dragged on for months-only to 
end up without a Job offer. Some agen-
cies respond to applications with an 
automated e-mail con!irmatlon or re-
ceipt-and nothing afterward. 
Even colleges where the agencies 
actively recruit have a hard time Ilg, 
uring oul what kinds or candidates 
are getting hired. Don Kjelleren, as-
sociate director for recruiting at Mid• 
dleburyCollegc, in Vern1ont, says the 
FBI, the CIA, the NSA and the Naval 
Criminal Investigative Service have 
hired graduates of the sehool-but 
they won't say which students. 
The agencies insist they have im-
proved recruiting procedures. The 
Fl!l. CIA and NSA say they are using 
computer technology to sort through 
stackS of r~stun~s to idenlify the most 
qualified applicants quickly. Jobs at 
all levels must be filled. such as com-
puter scientists, engineers, parale-
gals, financial analysts, biologists, 
nurses and technical support staffers. 
But the qualification bar Is high. The 
CIA·s recruitingchter says successrul 
candidates have "the highest level or 
integrity. conduct and judgment." 
Among candidates who meet the 
rigorous requirements, the odds ol 
getting hired are pretty good. some 
agencies say. For instance. the vast 
majority ol the 80,000 people who ap-
plied to the NSA last year weren't 
hired, but ol those with the re<111lsite 
background roughly one in three re-
ceived a job orrer, the NSA says. 
Oscar voltrs oftenfaU inlo tht manage to get ac-
handt of bootl,gg,rs and are cess to theater 
ille{JaUy copied and mold: prints or a film, 
That decision has 
now bOOmeranged . in 
the lorm or high-quality 
above, 'Th, Lord of the Rings: which create a 
cleaner bootleg 
_T_h_,_11_,"'_Th_u_~_n_· ___ , that nonetheless 
has many imper-
fections. But the screeners have pro-
vided pirates with a simple, ready-
made source lor copies that are more 
or less the equivalent or what will 
later be released legitimately on 
DVD. 
bOOUegs or mms such as "Chicago" 
and ·'Gangs or New York" lrom Mira• 
max Films: OreamWorks SKG's 
"catch Me tr You Can": itctro-Gold-
wyn,Mayer lnc.'s "Die Another 
Day·; and a number oi other films 
that were sent to voters on DVD, 
even as they were just being re-
leased in U.S. movie theaters. 
The apparent triumph of Oscar 
lever over business sense is striking 
even to Hollywood insiders. "Let's 
race it," says movie producer Marc 
Abraham, "what other business 
would do this?" 
Already, the DVO screeners have 
provided a case study in how sophis• 
ticated international pirates. armed 
with perfect digital duplicates and 
the Internet's instantaneous distrib-
ution, make it hard to contain any 
valuable entertainment property. 
The file-sharing phenomenon that 
has hammered the music business is 
now spreading online to movies, 
which are becoming more widely 
available and easier to download be-
cause or the proliferation ol high• 
speed Internet connections. 
The problem is that the Oscar 
screeners have generated a pirate 
product that is superior to typical 
bootlegs. Many films show up In pi-
The Motion Picture Association or 
America says its investigators have 
confirmed that pirates are distribut-
ing DVDs or more than 20 movie Ii· 
tics that were derived lrom awards-
Rel using to send out DVD screen-
ers would be the equivalent ol saying 
"don't \'Ole lor us." says Terry Press, 
marketing chlel or DreamWorks. Yet 
she is among those in Hollywood who 
would like to stop the practice or 
malling movies to voters altogether: 
"This is the devil's bargain lor send-
ing out movies that YoU should sec in 
a theater." 
consideration screener ---------------
copies. Mostol them are be- The Nominees Are ... 
lieved to be coming out or 
China, Malaysia or Thai• BEST PICTURE 
land, where factories are 
likely pressing hundreds ol 
thousands or copies ol each 
film. 
The DVD screeners ·are 
a major source or pirate 
product." says Ken Jacob-
sen, the MPAA's direetor ol 
world-wide anti piracy. 
"Somebody loans (the 
screener J to a friend to 
watch, and the friend unwit-
tingly loans It to another 
friend, and eventually it 
gets to somebody who may 
be ln\'OIVed in piracy." 
The problem is the direct 
result or an old dilemma lor 
·Chicago; 'Gan&S ofNewYorlc' 'The Hou,s,' 'The Lord of 
the R,ng.s: The T\\O Towers: 'The Pi.'ln,st.' 
BEST ACTOR 
Adrien Brody. 'The P1aNst'; Nicolas call!), 'Adaptation·: 
MoChael ca,ne, 'The QUietAme~can·: Daniel Day-Lewis. 
'Gangs of New Yori<': Jack Nlchotson. 'About~hmidt' 
BEST ACTRESS 
Satma Hayek, 'Frida': N,cote Kidman. Toe Hours~ 
Diane Lane, 'UnfaithM': Julianne Moore, 'Far from 
Heaven·: Renee lelt,,eger, 'Chicago.' 
BEST DIRECTOR 
Rob Marshall. 'Chicago·: Maron Scorsese. ·Gangs of 
New Yori<·: Stephen Datdry, 'The Hours'; Roman 
l'olanslo, 'The Pianist': Pedro Almodovar, 'Talk to Her.' 
Thousands of timely articles, 
salary tables and tools, 
plus 30,000+ jobs at the nation's 
hottest companies. 
C2002 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All R~IS Reserved. 
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. Josef Sawyer, Miyanda Jackson to Lead The Hilltop Next Year 
HILLTOP from A2 
Hilltop began with a perspec-
tive published on Valentines 
Day. 
"I remember running down 
stairs and seeing my name in 
the paper and it was an adrena-
line rush," Sawyer said. 
What would follow laid the 
ground work for three years of 
learning virtually every aspect 
of the paper as then-EIC Jason 
Smith (2000-01) took Sawyer 
under his wing. He brought him 
to a Policy Board Meeting, 
encouraged him to continue his 
writing and consider planning 
to one day assume the position 
of EiC. 
Working toward the posi-
tion of EiC took time and dili-
gence. 
"Originally Josef was not 
on my staff, but he was very 
persistent about working for 
the paper," recalls current EIC 
Lauren Bayne Anderson. "I 
received email after email over 
the summer from this 'Josef 
Sawyer' who wanted to work." 
Anderson said she gave 
Sawyer a chance as the Online 
Editor. 
Current Friday Managing 
Editor Aisha Chaney, fondly 
recalled her initial experience 
with Sawyer as helpful and 
memorable. 
PHOTOS BYMAYAClllJIA\1 
Current Editor-in-Chief, Lauren Bayne Anderson and Editor-
In-Chief elect, Josef Sawyer . 
• • • 
"He helped me with my 
very first story, last year's 
Howard vs. Hampton football 
game. I was so nervous because 
I had never written before, bu t 
he guided me through it and 
taught me all the little things," 
Chaney said. "I would go to him 
whenever I had a question or 
needed some help." 
Anderson said she was 
impressed by Sawyer's work. 
"What I liked about Josef 
was that he came in, did his job, 
but it didn't stop there," 
Anderson said. "Working for 
this paper requires you to give 
up your life and he did just that 
- he showed a lot of initiative 
and went above and beyond the 
call of duty." 
Sawyer said he is ready to 
take on the responsibility of the 
newspaper. 
"It's a big responsibility 
and I realize that, but it's a 
responsibility that I have been 
preparing for, for the past three 
years," Sawyer said. 
Sawyer's vision for The 
Hilltop includes "searching for 
his legacy", which he says will 
include improving communica-
tion between student govern-
ment and The Hilltop and story 
content. 
"A lot of people think The 
Hilltop goes out of its way to 
trash or tarnish their reputa• 
tion ahd that's not what we're 
about," Sawyer said. "I extend 
my hand to all student leaders 
and look fonvard to working 
with them." 
Sawyer said he owes every-
thing to the direction of his 
mother. 
"I don't know where I 
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SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING ON TUESDAY, MARCH 11™ 
Stop by The Hilltop Office located at 2251 Sherman Ave., NW during 
business hours to receive a complimentary pass for two to see 
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One pass per person. Whtie supplies last. No purchase neccessary. no calls please. 
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The current Hilltop staff congratulates Sawyer on becoming Editor-In-Chief for the 2003· 
2004 year. From left, Stephanie Crouch, campus editor, Aisha Chaney, Friday managing edl· 
tor, Sawyer, David Johns, staff writer and Bernard Murray, Friday sports editor. 
would be if my mother didn't 
bring home that summer book-
let." Sawyer said. "I will never 
forget her saying make it what 
you want - this is what I 
made." 
Jackson said she plans to 
improve the newspaper's rev-
enue and efficiency by bringing 
in more local advertising and 
fostering friendly competition 
among the staff. 
"I was very thankful once I 
found out the position was 
mine," Jackson said. "The skills 
I have developed working as 
assistant business manager 
coupled with the ability to 
directly contribute to Howard 
makes this position rewarding." 
As business manager, 
Jackson is responsible for over-
seeing the business staff; han• 
dling payroll and producing the 
TOLERANCE 
UNDERAGE DRINKING 
No warnings. 
No getting off. 
No way out. 
ad revenue to maintain the 
newspaper and pay it's bills. 
Producing ad revenue is 
extremely important for The 
Hmtop because the newspaper 
receives less than half of its 
total operating costs from stu-
dent activities fees. 
Anderson said she is happy 
with the selections, noting 
Sawyer and Jackson will work 
well together. 
Get caught drinking 
underage in DC . 
· and you're going to jail -
no way around _it. 
· You'll call Mom and Dad. 
Tell school. Pay a fine. 
Go to court. It gets ugly. 
Don't drink 
under 21 in DC -
it just isn't worth it. · 
Metropolitan Police Department/ www.mpdc.dc.gov ~ ... .,., ,A~ 
District Department of Transputation -~ 
,,., . ' 
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Students Walk Out or· Class to Protest the War in Iraq 
PEACE from A 1 
a part of a nationwide protest; 
on Mar. 5, people across the 
country walked out of class and 
off the job. The national mora-
torium was tagged with the slo-
gan "No business as usual.• 
As students assembled, they 
were handed flyers entitled "5 
Reasons We Are Against War." 
Some arrived ready to protest; 
others gathered out of curiosity. 
"I know about the walk-out 
because they announced it in 
chapel on Sunday," said fresh-
man Kalina Rogers. "I'm curi-
ous to see what people have to 
say." 
Representatives from 
ANSWER, Amnesty, HUSA, 
and Uhuru all had a turn at the 
microphone, expressing their 
opinions as well as educating 
the uninformed about Bush's 
war plans. 
Junior Goldie Patrick drew 
an excited response from the 
crowd, who agreed with her 
passionate, thought-provoking 
speech. 
"[Students] won't come out 
of class for a political protest, 
but we'll come out of class to see 
the all the fraternities and 
sororities," she said. "We need 
to get it together Howard.'' 
Patrick also encouraged the 
student body to think for itself 
when presented with informa-
tion from the government. 
"Don't believe rhe political 
propaganda handed to you, 
you're smarter than that." 
Andrews reminded the 
crowd that no one is alone in 
this protest. "Foreign students 
are afraid that they will be 
deported for protesting," she 
said. "Remember, we are your 
brothers and sisters and we will 
stand here for you." 
She instructed everyone to 
look at each other and say, "I am 
your keeper." 
HUSA president Cornell 
Williamson took to the micro-
phone, leading another chant: 
"What do we want? Peace! 
When do we want it? Now!" He 
thanked the students for gather-
ing and rallying on such an 
important political issue. 
Fonta Gilliam, co-chair of 
Amnesty International spoke on 
the need of African Americans 
to become more globally mind-
ed, and also addressed the issue 
of money being taken from edu-
cational institutions to fund the 
military. 
"It doesn't stop here," she 
said, encouraging students to 
stay active by joining Amnesty 
and other similar organizations. 
Kadiri Barrolle of Uhuru 
reiterated tl1e need to look at the 
war in a global context. "I know 
when I come here to Howard 
University," he said, "I'm speak-
ing to the whole world." 
Those who gatl1ered were 
pleased and excited by the walk-
out. "I was glad to see so many 
Howard students out standing 
in solidarity and expressing 
their political beliefs," said for-
mer HUSA vice-president Alex 
Dixon. 
Former HUSA president 
Stefanie Brown appreciated the 
event for tl1e information it pre-
sented. "I think those who came 
out were well-informed and 
realized why we don't want this 
war," she said. 
"You hear a lot of talk on 
campus," said sophomore polit-
ical science major Aaron 
Nelson. "But this was tile first 
visible event. I'm really happy 
to see sucll a large amount of 
support from the students." 
At the conclusion of the 
walk-out, Lindsay thanked tile 
crowd for their support and jun-
ior political science major 
Madelina Young led the black 
national anthem, "Lift Every 
Voice and Sing." 
The scene of black students 
PtlOTOBY \4AYAGIU.JAM 
Students hold up posters in protest, to express their oppo-
sition to a war with Iraq. 
standing and singing in unity fists, the other students moved 
was refreshing, almost euphor- about tile yard as if nothing was 
ic. But beyond the raised right going on. 
General Assembly Addresses Elections Chair, Complaints 
GAM fromA1 
Committee. Bradley stated she 
was wrongfully terminated and 
was not even informed of her ter-
mination by Cunningham like she 
should have been. 
"I was working in the office 
on Wednesday [Feb. 26) and the 
vice chair told me that I would not 
be compensated for my work," 
Bradley said. "Corey 
[Cunningham) never came to me 
and said that I was fired, I had to 
find out from outside sources. I 
have done what I was supposed to 
do, so I don't understand why I 
was fired." 
March 7, 2003 
When tl1e Assembly asked 
Cunningham why Bradley was 
terminated, he said she didn't ful-
fill the things that she was },;red to 
do. 
"The public relations staff did 
the flyers and she [Bradley J did 
not help,• Cunningham said. "Ms. 
Bradley was also compensated for 
the work that she did whe.1 she 
was hired." 
The General Assembly decid-
ed that no action could be taken 
against the General Elections 
Committee with Bradley's griev-
ance. The General Assembly did 
however, view the conduct and 
level of professionalism that 
Cunningham and his staff con-
ducted business. 
Stephanie Brown, UGSA rep-
resentative for tl1e School of 
Business, wanted Cunningham to 
clarify the procedures that he 
used to hire his staff. 
'There wasn't any set proce-
dure that I used to hire the staff," 
Cunningham said. 'There wasn't 
any advertisement for the posi-
tions, I just hired who I knew and 
people who were recommended." 
Another main concern of the 
General Assembly was the 
Committees refusal to speak with 
candidates. 
• As stated in the elections 
•Jll rroo11 ummnm 
E 
m 
1' a.m 
2 
I 30pm 
guidelines, the campaign manag-
er is the only person from tile can-
didate's staff that can talk b? the 
Elections Chair," Cunningham 
said. "These guidelines were 
approved by the General 
Assembly before tile elections." 
Another problem that the 
General Assembly had was the 
many Speak Outs that were can-
celed. Graduate Student 
Assembly Representative (GSA) 
for the School of Law Charles 
Coleman, said that tile General 
Elections Committee staff should 
not be paid for things that they 
didn't do. Coleman told 
Cunninghan1 that it was not fair 
that he got paid for the Speak Out 
he missed. 
"It is not fair that the com-
mittee gets paid for Speak Outs 
that were canceled," Coleman 
said. • Students should not have 
to pay people who aren't doing 
their job." 
The lack of communication 
between the local elections chair 
and the general election commit-
tee was another topic discussed. 
"Last week the School of 
Business scheduled a Speak Out 
at the same time as the HUSAand 
Undergraduate Trustee Speak 
Outs," Lockett said. "This lack of 
communication between tlie local 
elections chair and the General 
Elections Committee is pitiful." 
The General Assembly voted 
to have Cunningham write a letter 
of apology to Bradley for bis un-
professionalism, and the General 
Assembly decided to vote on what 
action should be taken against the 
General Elections Committee at 
the Mar. 26 General Assembly 
meeting. 
The General Assembly also 
discussed the revisions to the cur-
.rent Constitution as well as the 
Think Tank, which was held last 
montll. Eachoftheseitemswillbe 
discussed further at the Mar. 26 
General Assembly meeting. 
Howard Delicatessen 
Is No,v Providing Tax Preparation Service 
2612 Georgia A venue, NW 
(Across from HU School of Business) 
Walk in or call to make an appointment today! 
(202) 332-5747 
Tax Preparation Services are Reviewed by a CPA from 
TSC Enterprises 
Visit TSC Enterprises on the Web@www.1040.com/tsc 
TSC Enterprises Specializes in: 
Rapid Refunds ♦ Electronic Filing ♦ Individual Returns ♦ Small Business Returns 
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IIA,rE YOL PICKED UP 'fl IE llOT'fES1' CD O C 
''Traditional Son of the 
UT IO\VTil\1E l\iARCHING BAND" i \0\\ on , I 
. 
Slmpl) go ro Tht Howard Center (lboHi the UU Doolutort), 2225 Georgia Au·., ·" ·• Su lie 90 I 
C11b, cbrdu or crtdll card\ acctpltd. r ou can alto order b) phont 111 (202) 238-2340. 
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The 
Propaganda 
Might Be 
Televised 
By Bernard Murray 
Sports Editor 
TI1e smell of war is in the 
air. So where docs that leave 
the sporting world?Try: up the 
creek without a paddle. 
If this war docs happen, 
the U.S. attacking Iraq, that is, 
and if the networks, mainly 
CBS, decide to continue with 
complete coverage of events, 
the NCAA Tournament will be 
moved to another station. 
All 64-plus games will not 
be broadcast on CBS, but one 
of its sister networks. CBS is 
owned by Viacom, and under 
their discretion, they can 
choose to televise the develop-
ments in the l\>tiddle East. 
The president of CBS 
Sports, Sean McManus, said 
that in this time of crisis, war 
will take precedence over any 
sporting event In such a case, 
Viacom, owner of several other 
television stations, has the 
right to shift the responsibility 
of broadcasting the NCAA 
Tournament to any network 
under its ownership including 
M1V, UPN, BET, TNN, Vlh, 
CMT, Nickelodeon, Comedy 
Central and TV Land 
Only three of these sta-
tions, TNN, MTV and 
Nickelodeon have 81 percent 
availability throughout the 
country to cover the games. 
I know what most are ask-
ing, why these stations and not 
ESPN, ESPN2 or FOX Sports? 
These stations may not broad-
cast the NCAA Tournament 
because of contractual difficul-
ties. ESPN already hosts the 
Women's NCAA Tournament 
and is owned by Disney; it 
would be a conflict of interest. 
As for FOX Sports, they just 
don't have the licensing. 
Don't worry, because the 
stations owned by CBS are 
every bit as capable of covering 
the games. Take TNN for 
example. They are the leaders 
when it comes to sport innova-
tion. Michael Tollin and 
Mason Gorgon took basketball 
to new heights, literally. They 
glorified the art of dunking by 
adding eight trampolines, four 
at each basket, which would 
allow players to put on an 
acrobatic and amazing show of 
dunks in a game called 
Slamball. TNN is a perfect can-
didate for the NCAA 
Tournament. 
How about Nickelodeon? 
I can see it now, Tommy 
Pickles and Chucky doing 
play-by-play commentary 
while Spongebob Squarepants 
works the game for sideline 
interviews. 
Let's not forget MTV, hon-
estly the best bet Mixing bas-
ketball and hip-hop. DJ 
Scribble on the ones-and-twos 
and halftime shows by the best 
in the music industry. 
I can't wait 
Seriously, this proposal 
will merely replace current 
See TV page B5 
s 
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When Sil D e IS 
By Bernard Murray 
Sports Editor 
Gh·cn the stage that 
athletes perform on, they 
are expcctcll to maintain 
the status quo regardless of 
person bdiefs. However, 
there are those who exploit] 
the system aud use their 
position to promote 
change. 
"I r, spect anybody 's right and their indw.itfual 
choice,, but on the court, in a tedm situatio11, it p11ts 
f oc11s on the person. I don't think the basketball -
court is the right place for protest. I wouldn't want 
n1y players to use the caurt as an agent for cha11ge. 
Craig Hodges is a polit-
ical acth•ist who had a 
wicked jump shot. After the, 
Bulls won their first cham• 
pionship in 1991, Hodges 
used the team's ,~sit to the 
White House to make a 
statement. 
Hodges went against 
the norm and wore a dashi-
ki while his teammates 
were dressed in suits. He 
surprised people further 
when he handed President 
George H. W. Bush a letter 
citing and asking for recti-
fying measures of injus-
tices against African 
Americans instead of pre-
senting him with a number 
14 jersey. 
On the world's biggest 
sporting stage, the Olympics, 
there was one moment that 
will be etched in Olympic 
history forever: Tommie 
Smith and John Carlos' fists. 
During the '68 Olympics 
in Mexico City, apartheid 
was happening in South 
Africa, the Vietnam War was 
in full swing and the assassi-
nations of Martin Luther 
King Jr. and John F. 
Kennedy sparked controver-
sy and riots. 
These events were more 
than enough to move them to 
protest. 
With black-gloved fists 
in the air, Tommie Smith, 
right fist, and John Carlos, 
left fist, formed the arch of 
power and unity - a black 
scarf symbolizing black pride 
and shoeless black socks rep· 
resenting black poverty -
the} took II stand against a 
racist America. 
These and other athletes 
who stood up against the sys-
tem were meet with opposi-
tion. 
Ali was imprisoned for 
his refusal to serve in the 
Vietnam War; Smith and 
Carlos were suspended from 
the U.S. national team and 
banned froo1 the Olympic 
Village for the remainder of 
the games; and Hodges still 
contested th• t it was his pol-
itics, not his game, that got 
Fi11d a different forum. There are formats for 
protest, The Hilltop, ddministration, or the con-
gressµerson. My players have different beliefs and 
rather than turning their back on the flag, I'd 
allaiw them to go in the locker room when the 
national anthem is played. It turns the game into a 
protest, 1naking i't a public spectacle." 
--Frankie Allen, Mens Basketball Head Coach 
him blacklisted from the 
NBA. 
This generation's politi-
cal stand didn't come from a 
professional athlete or 
activist, rather Toni Smith, a 
senior point guard at 
Manhattanville College in 
Purchase, 30 miles out side 
of New York. 
Since the start of the sea-
son, she has made it a rou-
tine to turn 90 degrees oepo· 
site her teammates and 
stand with her back to the 
flag. 
It wasn't until her game 
against King Point last Feb. 
24 that her protest gained 
national attention. 
56-year-old Jerry Kiley, 
a Vietnam veteran, ran on 
the court with an American 
flag and confronted Smith 
saying that she had dis-
graced herself and the flag. 
He was eventually 
escorted off the court by 
security. 
Smith intentions were 
not to st~rt a controversy, 
but now that her actions are 
publicized, she has decided 
to voice her opinion. 
Smith recently released a 
250-word statement explain-
ing her intentions and her 
reasoning: 
For 9:Jfe t.ure ro,,, ti')_ 
~iw,s trot are Erd:ioo-
ooi intO ~ krerican sys -
tan haw bothered me. A,..J 
. hey are becanin;J progrf.'3 -
wl.y Wl't,i! ani it is &-,. 
1:Mt too ~t s prior -
ities are mt en l:etteriqi tll · 
qality cl life ftr all cf. its 
pecple, rut i:ather en 
~ its CWl po,.er-, I 
cam:,t:, in good o:mcim:ie, 
sah.te tte £la.,. 
Her freedom of speech is 
strikingly similar to that of a 
former NBA player. 
Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf -
Chris Jackson before he con-
verted to Islam in '91 - also 
refused to stand and pay 
respect the American flag. 
Abdul-Rauf was the star 
point guard for the Denver 
Nuggets and during the '95-
'96 season his actions were 
at odds with NBA regula-
tions requiring players to 
stand "in a dignified pos-
ture· during the national 
anthem. 
Abdul-Rauf explained 
that the US flag was a symbol 
of oppression and tyranny 
and this country has a long 
history of both. 
The NBA was unim-
pressed 
Instead, they suspended 
him and fined him more than 
$30,000. 
He eventually compro-
mised, standing for the 
national anthem while pri-
vately praying for suffering 
humanity. 
Athletes are placed in the 
media spotlight and enforced 
to bite tJleir tongues on polit-
ical issues. 
"In media and sports 
there are guidelines .,nd 
we're foi:ced to follow them," 
said Quadir Habeeb. ~Ther 
don't w~t us to go against 
the grain and when we do 
they try and make it seem 
bad. It's taking away free-
dom of action.~ 
He's an African 
American Studies major 
from Buffalo and is one of 
the centers on the basketball 
team, but that's only h is 
part-time job. 
Habeeb, better known as 
Q, is a political poet. He's 
been featured throughout 
DC and will not be confined 
using every ounce of his free 
speech. 
• African Americans 
should use their influence in 
America to better African 
American. Black athletes are 
being paid millions to 
remain in a slave state of 
mind," Q said. -rhese posi-
tions and we need to start 
taking actions and making 
moves to help us instead of 
being paid to be main-
stream." 
He has such strong 
issues on dealing with the 
black race partly because of 
his major. 
However, it goe~ deeper 
than that. 
Q is out spoken. His 
most political pieces, "Pray 
for Me," "Truth Journey" 
and ~I Can't Breathe" speak 
about issues that probably 
won't be found in high 
school textbooks. 
Q admitted he was 
deprived of Black History 
beca11se his school taught 
American History without 
mentioning slavery. 
If history has a tradition 
be1.11& wri~'by the 'flio:: 
tors, boob •~asad-toWlrd 
the majority an~ teachers 
neglect to mention tb 
impo.tan1,e, of slavery, who 
and whatrwill black chi~n 
learn from? 
• America was built off 
u~. It's a fact that we built 
America," Q 811td. "If your 
not teaching me the truth 
about Black Wall Street, cops 
beatiJtg_ black kids, Bush tak-
ing our young blacks to wac 
over some bull, how are you 
going to tell me I have to 
pledge the flag?• 
Q's beliefs are similar to 
those of Smith, who has been 
criticized by fans and coach -
es for her actions this season. 
At two away games, 
Smith was met with patriotic 
fans at the U.S. Merchant 
Marine Academy and Mount 
St. Mary's. 
The home crowd at US 
Mercpant Marine Academy • 
was packed with funs that 
waved flags and chanted "U-
S-A" and "Leave our coun-
try." 
The student government 
at Mount St. Mary's College 
spent $100 on little 
American flag for Smith's 
visit. 
Q belie,•es he has valid 
reasons for speaking out 
against this country. 
"I am Muslim and I pray 
fo~ what's going on in Iraq 
and the Muslims, but I am 
also African American; I am 
black first," Q said. 
He feels doubly jaded 
over America, because of the 
US's oppression of both 
Muslims and African 
Americans and question 
Howard's thoughts of bring-
ing Bush in for an honorary 
degree. 
Due to this frustration, 
Q's feelings for not pledging 
the flag are strong. 
He hates to see African 
Americans pledge to the flag. 
Ht says seeing them pledge 
is clearly saying they are 
ignorant to their history. He 
wonders how they can make 
n pledge to something that 
does not want or res pect 
them. He believes that 
Howard students are condi-
tioned to pledge the flag and 
are afraid to go against the 
grain. 
"I stand up because 
when you're in Ren,', do os 
the Romans do. I stand up, 
hut I am not goini: to pledge 
or listen to it .• 
Dynamic Duo of Petty, Kirk Leave Mark on HU 
Soraya McDonald 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Jordan and Pippen. Shaq 
and Kobe. Kirk and Petty. 
While they might not be 
men and might not play in the 
NBA, those factors do not 
diminish anything about the 
phenomenal partnership that 
bonds co-captains Asia Petty 
and Courtney Kirk, two seniors 
who play basketball for the 
Lady Bison. 
As the only seniors on the 
team who have played together 
at Howard for four years, they 
are the backbone of the team; 
both women have averaged 
nearly 15 points per game this 
season. 
Coaches and sports infor-
mation directors selected 
Courtney Kirk, a 6'o fonvard 
from Fairfield, Alabama, for 
the All-MEAC first team for 
2002-2003 while the 5'8 guard 
Petty was named to the All-
MEAC second team. 
Kirk averages six rebounds 
per game and has led the team 
in scoring ten times this sea-
son, while Petty ranks second 
in scoring and has led the team 
seven times in scoring. 
Both women love playing 
basketball. 
Petty, a sociology major, 
hopes to play overseas after 
graduating, while Kirk, a 
radio-television-a nd-fi Im 
major, aspires to play either in 
the WNBA or overseas. 
Kirk made the decision to 
come to Howard in 1998 even 
though both she and her sister 
Collette were offered scholar-
ships to attend other southern 
schools. 
"When I first got here, it 
was a major transition for me 
because this is an elite black 
school. I went to an all-black 
public school where you had 
people coming in every day 
just to eat. It was overwhelm-
ing in a sense because it was 
something I wasn't used to. I 
didn't know how to study when 
I got here." 
Despite a transition that 
may have been ovenvhelming 
at first, Kirk soon became 
acclimated to being a student 
athlete at Howard. 
Like Kirk, Petty had seri-
ously considered other schools 
in her home state of Cali fornia 
before making the decision to 
come to Howard. 
She had even verbally 
committed to the UCLA before 
visiting the Mecca. 
"I always wanted to go to a 
historically black college," said 
Petty, "My grandparents were 
always pushing me to do that, 
but I never really thought 
about it until I got here and I 
saw it. The vibe was so good 
and I just loved it." 
Kirk sat out her junior 
year, the 2000-01 season and 
Coach Kathy Parsons' first year 
at Howard. That year, the 
women's basketball team not 
only won the t itle of MEAC 
PHOTO 8Y AMINA KAl.l 
Asia Petty and Courtney Kirk are a force to be reckoned 
with In the MEAC. 
Champions, but also made an See DUO page 95 
NCAA tournament appearance 
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Too Close: Delaware State and Howard 
♦ ♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦ 
By Soraya McDonald 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Monday night the Delaware 
State Hornets defeated the Bison 
men's basketball team in a 56-59 
conference decision at Burr 
Gymnasium. The Hornets (15-11 
overall, 13-5 MEAC), led by jun-
ior guard Miles Davis and senior 
forward Andre Matthews, hand-
ed the Bison (11-15 overall, 9-8 
MEAC) their second loss in the 
last seven games. 
Critical to the Hornets' win 
was their heated physical 
defense, which effectively shut 
down most offensive contribu-
tions from senior guard and 
MEAC Player of the Year Ron 
Williamson. He who had only 
one point in the first half of the 
game. 
tions from Mario Grove (16 
points, 5 rebounds), and Seye 
Aluko (11 points, 8 rebounds), 
teanied with intense man-to-
man defense, kept the Bison in 
the ball game. 
"Tilis is two straight games 
that Mario's played really well for 
us, both offensively and defen-
sively. I think Mario's doing real-
ly well now because of Louis 
Ford, who is really a true point 
guard and that help;; his game a 
lot," said Head Basketball Coach 
Frankie Allen. 
Despite scoring only one 
point in the first half, Williamson, 
who had to be assisted off the 
floor by athletic trainers twice 
after being knocked about by 
Hornet defenders, still came out 
as the leading scorer with 17 
points. 
The 6'1" senior from 
Columbus, Ohio quieted jeers of 
"overrated" from nojsy Hornet 
fans by dropping one of his signa-
ture three-pointers with 34 sec-
onds left in the game. The basket 
brought the Bison within two, 54-
56. Yet, three points made from 
the foul line would seal the 
Hornets' fate as the Bison strug-
gled frantically to score while the 
clock ran down. FILE PHOTOS 
"l thought our kids did an 
excellent job of making him 
[WillianlSOn] work for the shots . 
.. we wanted to limit them to no 
more than 30 points a half," said 
Delaware State 
Head Coach Greg Jackson, who 
has uncovered the secret of 
defending WilliaJllSOn. The sen-
ior was averaging 23 points a 
gan1e prior to Monday night and 
scored more than 30 points in 6 
out of 7 games this season. 
The game started with both 
teams struggling to find a clear 
offensive rhythm; neither scored 
a field goal until nearly five min-
utes into the game when a lay-up 
from junior Bison forward Seye 
Aluko brought the score to 2-3. 
The last successful Bison 
shot was a lay-up from Aluko in a 
second half that featured five ties 
and nine lead clianges. 
"They're a real tough team to 
defend because they've got a good 
inside game with [Aaron] 
Matthews, and they've got some 
pretty good shooters, so you try to 
keep them off balance and try to 
pressure then1 some," said Allen, 
commenting on his defensive 
strategy against Delaware. 
Seniors - Ron WIiiiamson, Kyle WIiiiams, Mario Grove and 
Donald Clark (not pictured) - recognized at the last home 
game of their collegiate career against Delaware State. 
Despite the fact that 
\"lilliamson was 0-7 in the first 
half, the Bison had the lead at 
halftime, 21-24. 
Significant inside contribu- The contest was the last 
home game of the season and 
senior night for five graduating 
athletes: Donald Clark, Brannon 
Terry, Mario Grove, Kyle 
Williams and Ron Williamson. 
The loss was a crucial one for the 
Bison, w/Jo were in a four-way tie 
with Florida A&M, Norfolk State 
and Coppin State for the number 
four seed. 
The Bison can clinch either 
sixth or seventh place in the 
MEAC Tournament, while 
Delaware has clinched the third-
place spot. 
♦♦ • ♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
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Invites you to its Spring 2003 Open House 
Friday, March 28, 2003, 8:00 am- 2:00 pn1 
I 
llO\\ard University School ofLaY.1, West Campus 
2900 Van Ness Street, NW, Washington, DC 20008 
(f/11: law school is not located on th1. main Howard University campus• 
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o Lean a6out ana C:(perience tfte fiistoric 1nission aruf purpose of tfie fa·w scfioo[ 
o <Participate i11 tfie cefe6ration of one of tlie great acco1npfisli1ne11.ts of tfzat niission, tlie J()t.i anniversary of 
<Brocvn ·v. (Boara of <E.aucation, 347 V.S. 403 (1954). 
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G Lea,11 fro111 tfie (eatfcrs of student organi.zation.s o Sit in on a cfa.ss o Join in a aisrussion 9roup 
RSVP by tvlarch 21, 2003 (With phone 11w11ber ar,d 11a111e of undergraduate i11stit11tio11): 
lstavlor@la\v.howard.edu or call (202) 806-8008/9 
Please check our \Vcbsite for further details W\w.•.law.howard.edu 
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Porn Again: When Sexy Becomes Just Sex 
By Jamillah Hodge 
Contributing Writer 
Back in the 1960s and 
1970s, a woman 
girl is wearing a dress that 
is, well, barely a dress. 
Even before Jay-Z's 
video, the definition as to 
The definition varies from 
person to person and televi-
sion station to televis ion 
station. 
revealing her 
belly button on 
television was 
considered 
obscene and 
offensive. Since 
then, it has 
become obvious 
"Pornography is far more 
than just entertain,nent, it's a 
celebration of casual sex in a 
realm of a fantasy world" 
What Pornography 
Is and What it Isn ' t 
According to 
www.standtrue.com, 
an anti -porn site, 
"Pornography is far 
that those cen-
sors have either passed 
away or moved on to other 
careers, because in rapper 
Jay-z·s latest video 
"Excuse Me Miss," the lead 
what is considered obscene 
has become stretched more 
and more. Now, it has come 
to a point where the word 
•'porn'' is no longer taboo. 
Pt«'.)TO COURTESY OF ASIACAARERA COM 
Porn star Asia Carrera (above) bases her stage name off 
of Hollywood actress Tia Carrera, a common practice In 
the porn Industry. 
more than just enter-
tainment, it's a cele-
bration of casual sex in a 
realm of a fantasy world. 
This fantasy world is very 
dangerous though because it 
sets up false guidelines for 
sex." 
"The guide! ines that 
pornography has set are all 
based on scientific inaccu-
racies about human nature 
and response," the site con-
tinues. "The new guide-
lines for sexual fulfillment 
according to porn are sex 
anywhere, anyt ime, with 
anybody, is a good thing." 
The official mies for 
fi lming pornography were 
set forth by President Bush: 
One: Producers and 
dirrctors are no longer to 
shoot any material that 
depicts a fema le model that 
appears to be suffering 
"unhappiness or pain." 
Two: Food can no 
longer be used as a sexual 
object (such as carrots, 
cucumbers, and bananas) 
Three: Blindfolds can-
not be used. 
Four: No wax-dripping. 
Five: Sex in coffins is 
forbidden. 
Six: Urinating on cam-
era, except for if it is in a 
natural setting such as a 
field or a roadside is prohib-
ited. 
Seven: No male/male 
penetration. 
Eight: Bisexual encoun-
ters are out. 
Nine: No fisting (put-
ting your fist inside of a 
person), "menstruation top-
ics," or spitting or saliva 
passed mouth to mouth. 
Ten: No adult-age incest 
( includes a college male 
being seduced by a middle-
aged woman) 
1\velve: No black men, 
white women themes. 
And a prohibition on the 
until-now obligatory facia l 
"money shot," in which a 
male performer ejaculates 
on the face of the female 
performer. But it's fine to 
allow the male model to 
ejaculate on the female 
model as long as the "shot is 
not nasty." 
Since none of these 
mies have been broken on 
national television or pre-
mium cable shows such as 
"Family Business," a reality 
show airing on Showtime 
that follows the life of a 
family who's in the porn 
business, those who call 
basic nudity porn are mis-
taken. 
Porn and More Porn 
According to statistics, 
25,000 video outlets across 
the nation stock adult mate-
rial. More than I 0,000 new 
adult-video titles are 
released each year; last 
PHOTO COUffiESY Of Y~ES COM 
Phllllp Seymour Hoffman (above) starred In the movie, 
'Boogie Nights,' a mainstream film about the porn Indus-
try. 
year, there were 711 million 
rentals of hard-core sex 
fi lms. Porn is a $ 10 billion 
industry - $4 billion of that 
in explicit video sales, 
which have links to corpo-
rate parents like General 
Motors and AT&T. 
These facts sho\\ how 
the culture of pornography 
is slowly blending with 
everyday pop culture. 
Today, it 's unlikely that a 
young teenage boy can see a 
hint of nudity even in a 
Sears catalog. These images 
can be seen anywhere from 
TV to the schools. 
For example, the 
Abercrombie and Fitch 
magazine featured a same-
sex kiss between two girls. 
Clearly, porn is a part of 
American culture, as hard 
as it is for some people to 
believe this statement. 
They tried to be firm with 
the guidelines, but with 
such a broad definition, the 
porn industry and it's depic-
tion on network television 
will only grow. Soon, there 
will be a lot more than belly 
buttons on television. 
Fraternities and Sororities, Black and White 
By Shaunice Als ton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
By presenting sorority and 
fraternity life on national tele-
vision, M1V has attempted to 
break down the barriers sepa-
on white campuses. The dif-
ferences range from what it 
means to be a member to the 
traditions they honor. 
Brandon Bickerstaff, 
President of Alpha Chapter, 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, 
and Sigma Gamma Rho, Inc. 
- and the five fraternities -
Omega Psi Phi, Inc., Kappa 
Alpha Psi, Inc., Iota Phi Theta, 
Inc., Phi Beta Sigma, Inc. and 
Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc. 
The difference with frater-
FILE PHOTO 
The brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, one of the "divine" nine black 
fraternities and sororities, at last year's step show. 
nity life 
depends on 
stipulations 
set forth by 
the school 
and national 
committees 
that oversee 
each organi-
zation. One 
difference 
between 
HBCUs such 
as Howard 
University 
and those 
chapters on 
other cam-
puses would 
be the guide-
lines the 
schoo l 
imposes. 
rating those within these 
organizations and those on the 
outside. 
But for those on the inside 
of these so-called "secret" 
organizations, there is a fine 
line between what is seen and 
what is not - what is said and 
what is implied. 
Fraternities and sororities 
operate at different levels on 
black campuses than they do 
Inc., feels as far as percent-
ages are concerned, his organ-
ization probably has the high-
est percentage of non-black 
membership. His comparison 
is made against the eight other 
black fraternities and sorori-
ties in the Divine Nine, a term 
used to describe the four 
sororities - Delta Sigma 
Theta, Inc., Zeta Phi Beta, 
Inc., Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc. 
Howard, 
like most HBCUs, is only 
allowed one intake process in 
the spring semester, whereas 
fraternities on white campus-
es are allowed to bold intake 
in the fall, spring and summer 
semesters. 
"With Greek letter organi-
zations on black campuses, 
unity is not as strong," 
Bickerstaff said. "On white 
campuses, chapters are a lot 
smaller because there are 
numerous intake opportuni-
ties throughout the year." 
Television shows like 
M1V's allow viewers the 
opportunity to see how an 
intake process functions and 
the advantages gained. The 
membership intake pro-
grams/processes (MIPs) can 
have their advantages and dis-
advantages. One 
advantage for frater-
nities on white cam-
puses is multiple 
intake programs. 
This gives fraterni-
ties the opportunity 
for individuals to 
qualify more than 
once, generates 
more interest and 
revenue for the 
organizat i o n 
through application 
fees, dues, etc. 
the pressure associated with 
an intake process or the day-
to-day operation of the organ-
ization,• Bickerstaff said. 
Another difference 
between Greek organizations 
on black and white campuses 
is the sense of longevity. On 
black campuses, fraternities 
embrace their history. Once 
they enter the organiza tion it's 
ternities socialize. 
"White [people] who join 
organizations do it just 
because it's something to do 
while in school," Bickerstaff 
said. He says this is why many 
white fraternities don't spread 
their organization out to grad-
uate schools. 
Howard mandates that all 
MIPs be completed before 
Bickerstaff sug-
gested that one dis-
advantage to multi-
ple MIPs is that the 
purpose to serve 
mankind structural-
ly becomes impossi-
ble because people 
get too wrapped up 
PHOTO COURTESY OF MTV COM 
The brothers of Sigma Chi Omega (above) are airing their "pledge" 
process on MTV's latest reallty series on Fraternity Life. 
in getting members and not on · 
their organization's purpose. 
Some organizations even 
choose to accept freshman, a 
practice black Greeks frown 
upon. 
"Freshmen may not be 
mentally prepared to deal with 
a part of life. 
"I'm a Sigma 'ti\ r die, even 
after I die,• he said. "Blacks, 
no matter whether it's on a 
black or white campus, pledge 
their lives to the ideals of the 
fraternity." 
On white campuses, fra-
Spring Break. Nationwide, no 
matter what campus, the 
intake process must be com-
pleted 90 days after the first 
official interest meeting. 
The hazing and pledging 
See FRAT page B5 
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Three Designers Dress to Success 
By Crystal D. Tate 
Contributing Writer 
With so many fashion 
designers on the market, 
from unknowns to celebri-
ties, distinguishing 
between those who manu-
facture garments for the 
notoriety and those who 
have a true love for fashion 
has become a task. 
But for designers 
Shawn Webb, Demont 
Peekaso, and Dave Hucks, 
it's easy to see they are 
designing clothes for the 
love of the game. The three 
men are aficionados of 
fashionable attire. They 
have come up with fashion 
labels that are slowly 
emerging from under the 
radar. 
With the innovative 
Oatsha Company & 
Marques Marquez created 
by Shawn Webb, the cre-
ative Ghetto Hills originat-
ed by Dave Hucks and the 
artistic designs of Demont 
Peekaso merged together, 
these men are headed down 
the right road in the fash-
ion world. 
They have wowed 
many with their fashions 
and will continue. From 
Webb's apparel being fea-
tured on the front page of 
The Washington Post, 
Peekaso's styles being 
rocked by Ja Rule, and 
popular stores making 
deals to sell Hucks' attire, 
the fashions are obviously 
hot. 
Webb believes he 
inspired himself to wear 
and produce different 
clothing. His individual 
inspiration shows through 
his technique of taking pic-
tures and placing real por-
traits on the urban apparel 
he produces. The screened 
images go on both mens 
and womens clothing, and 
can be put on socks, pants 
and shirts. 
What began as a hobby 
with Peekaso led to a posi-
tive response from others 
and ended with his designs 
becoming a reality. 
Peekaso uses his imagina-
tive drawing talents to 
paint and draw images, 
including celebrity faces, 
on jeans, shirts, hats and 
purses. 
Hucks, initially started 
a production company, 
Ghettohills Productions, 
which eventually evolved 
into a clothing company. 
Since then he has created 
three lines under 
Ghettohills: an urban line, 
a casual line and a chil-
dren's line. 
The love of designing 
proved to be the main rea-
son the men ventured into 
the field with one another. 
Through collaborating 
with one another, Webb 
says, "We have it all. What 
one doesn't have, another 
docs." 
All three men agree 
that God inspires them. 
Since Hucks is also a dea-
con, it's hard for them not 
to have religious influ-
ences and positive energy 
surrounding them. 
Peckaso also likes to 
send out a message in his 
clothing. 
"People can look at my 
work and come up with 
their own ideas," he says. 
Webb derives concepts 
from everyday life and 
Hucks admits to acquire 
notions from other fashion 
designers. Webb labels his 
garments as having an "all 
around flavor•· and they all 
concur that their clothes 
are geared towards all peo-
ple. 
When asked to title 
their clothing, Peekaso 
responds, "It is hard to 
give it a name because 
there are no limitations to 
it. It's life, art, expressions, 
feelings, it's a gallery for 
the mind." 
When discussing the 
pos111vc and negative 
aspects of the business, 
Hucks asserts, "A It hough 
there's sometimes a strug-
gle, you have to go through 
the struggle to get a 
prize." 
Webb, Peekaso and 
Hucks feel the smiles and 
appreciation of customers, 
meeting great people and 
the opportunity to pursue 
their dreams definitely out-
weigh the up and down 
feelings, the reality of not 
knowing what's going to 
happen next, and the strong 
competition. 
The three men see 
clothing as the "vehicle to 
do things worldwide," it 
makes everything worth it, 
even the negativity. And 
they feel their ventures 
have been successful and 
they have always worked 
well with one another 
because of the unity they 
have. 
Their hopes for the 
future consist of expanding 
Book Review: ''Time Out'' 
Shauoice Alston 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Just because there are 
already exceptional 
African American male 
writers in the literary 
world, doesn't mean we 
can't use one more. If you 
enjoy authors such as 
Omar Tyree and Nathan 
McCall, then the up and 
coming artist, Geavonnie 
Frazier's book "Time Out" 
should definitely be next 
on the reading list. 
Frazier, a Detroit 
native, has a talent for cre-
ating an intellectual break 
place through his penman-
ship. The youngest of 10 
children, Frazier dedicates 
some of the proceeds of 
his book to the fight 
against breast cancer, in 
memory of his sister who 
passed in December 2001. 
Frazier has definitely 
produced a book that peo-
ple will relate to on more 
than one level. "Time Out" 
leaves the reader searching 
for more. It is well devel-
oped with a plot of intrigue 
and interest that grabs the 
reader's attention and 
doesn't give away an 
unforeseen ending. 
"Time Out" is a honest 
depiction of life through a 
male perspective, a male 
who is inevitably brought 
to his knees by a women 
- a modern Jezebel, lifted 
up and transfixed by the 
word of God, only to be set 
up in a paralyzing ending. 
The setup surrounds 
Daunte, the major charac-
ter, who lives out his days 
as a modern day playboy. 
A playboy who thrives on 
women, sex and cama-
raderie with his best friend 
Antonio a.k.a. 'Pretty 
Tony.' 
While Dante sets aside 
his playboy mentality to 
create a healthy relation-
ship, Tony continues on 
the road to destruction. 
Together Dante and 
Tony experience the hard-
ships of life on different 
levels. No one will ever 
suspect that such cama-
raderie among friends will 
turn this story, written with 
such compassion and liter-
ary genius, upside down. 
In a world constantly 
reasserting what love is, 
who hurts the most in a 
failing relationship, or 
how fatal life becomes 
when a condom is not 
used, Geavonnie allows 
readers a chance to follow 
up on the questions of li fe. 
Every relationship has 
a foundation that can be 
built upon or broken down 
by events in a person's 
life. "Time Out" also 
focuses on the mentality of 
women once they 
believe- or are continual-
ly fed images of their mate 
finding love, sex, or lust 
anywhere but with them. 
Trust fades and conse-
quences become fatal ... 
Time Out, the new book by first-time author Geavonnle 
Frazier, Is a book steeped In the tradition of authors like 
Omar Tyree and E. Lynn Harris. 
especially in "Time Out." 
The fluidity of "Time 
Out" is cut short by words, 
there are only 107 pages 
and 19 chapters. However, 
Frazier brings a new for-
mat of writing to the table. 
He successfully inter-
twines poems from his 
fourth-coming poetry book 
"Book of Styles." 
To further enhance the 
reader in Frazier's writing 
style, a portion of " Book 
of Styles" is added at the 
end of "Time Out." 
Poems, which sparked 
Frazier's interest in writ-
ing the novel are published 
in the poetry section. 
Frazier notes a couple 
of the poems arc directly 
related to the story. The 
poems are very lyrical, 
heart-felt, and interesting. 
After reading the biogra-
phy of Frazier, a genuine 
understanding of him as 
well as his writing will be 
acquired. 
With his new format of 
writing and outstanding 
penmanship, Geavonnie 
has definitely allowed a 
sensational book to break-
through. The stylistic 
approach that he takes 
revives and further 
enhances the I itcrary genre 
Frazier is coming into. 
The Hilltop 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF GHETTOH LLSPAOOUCTK'.>NS 
Rappers Nas and Cam'ron, and Montgomery County Police 
Chief, Charles Moose, have all recognized the fashion 
designs of Webb, Peekaso and Hucks. 
as fashion designers and 
reaching the levels of 
moguls Sean Combs and 
Russell Simmons. They 
also want to encourage 
teenagers to become entre-
preneurs and uplift the 
African American race. 
every article of clothing 
like it is the last, and 
designing for the love and 
longevity, not the money, 
their future aspirations are 
sure to come true. 
If they continue with 
the attitudes of making 
Raw Music, 
Educated Minds 
By Jarrell Green 
Contributing Writer 
This one is definitely for 
hip-hop. 
Raw Dialect is a hip-hop 
group filled with the heart and 
soul of hip-hop. To experi-
ence one of their shows is 
somewhat spiritual. With 
every song perfonned and 
every lyric spit, the audience 
is blessed with the sanctifica-
tion of hip-hop at its purist. 
The six impressive musi-
cians all bring something spe-
cial to the table, which allows 
them to create a unique style 
and sound. What makes Raw 
Dialect so impressive is that 
they're not just hip-hop artists 
but they are studenL~ of hip-
hop. The group has studied 
and followed hip-hop music 
since its early days of Sugar 
Hill. 
The group was fom1ed in 
1996. Three of the group 
members, 1200, Rainman, 
and Tone Rome grew up 
together. Danjah, T-Rock, 
and Sweets met Tone during 
their undergraduate studies at 
Tuskegee University in 
Alabama. 
Their newly acquired 
musician/engineer/producer 
abuses the SP-1200 beat 
Sounds is run and operated by 
Tone Rome and Howard 
graduate student Aaron Polly. 
Polly, 28, a native of Northern 
Virginia, completed his 
undergraduate studies at 
Hampton University. He 
majored in business manage-
ment and was involved with 
the Anny ROTC. 
\1/ith his career choices 
laid out for him, Polly decided 
on something he enjoyed 
doing rather than the pre-
dictable route of working a 
nine to five. 
"l wanted to get back to 
having fun," Polly says, who 
thought he was lacking that in 
the Anny. 
Polly says what separates 
them from other labels is the 
diversity of artists. The com-
pany is looking for interns to 
address the business side of 
the music industry as well as 
new passionate artists. While 
Polly runs his record compa-
ny, he is also enrolled in 
Howard's graduate program 
of Education Administration 
and Policy and is interning in 
the Howard administration 
building. Polly is an artist on 
the label who goes by the 
name of RBI. 
Tone is the driving force 
behind the label. He is 
machine. When all seven responsible for booking and 
members are working as one, promoting the label and its 
you receive an endless flow of artists. So just as Polly, Tone 
originality. wears more than one hat in 
The group is signed to an the company. 
up-and-coming record label Go to ww1v. 
called Raw Sounds. Raw rawdialect.comfor more info 
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General Elections A Flop "It's a hot mess,• Walls said while campaigning at the School of Divinity close to the close of polls. 
"But we are just working on getting 
the lasl\<0tes we can right now.• 
FLOP from A1 
TI1e polls in the School of 
Divinity were scheduled to open at 
3 p.m. but didn't open until 5 p.m. 
Smith feared that since many 
of the evening classes ended at 
seven-the same time the polls 
closed- many would not be able to 
vote. 
"Its really disorganit.ed and 
unfair," Smith said. "I have been 
running around all day and people 
have been complaining about not 
being able to vote." 
However the election commit-
tee credits a plethora of events to 
TI11u'Sday's confusion. 
"Late admissions to the slate 
caused holes to be inadequately 
prepared and there was a lack of 
volunteers to work the poles," said 
Meredith Moore, public relations 
director of general elections. • So 
half of the staff members were 
manning the polls while the other 
half were handling grievances." 
Elections Chair Corey 
Cunningham was unreachable by 
Hilltop reporters Thursday. 
Students also shared the senti-
ments of those running for posi-
tions. 
"I knew it was disorganized 
when my name wasn't on the list 
that they had,• excllange student 
Ishaniinah Banks said of the regis-
ters used at the polls to identify vot-
ers. "It looked like they just made 
up the committee yesterday, l got 
to Blackbum at elC\'"n and they 
were still setting stuff up." 
Banks said since voters were 
asked to sign in before they vote-
and then told to wait online-there 
was confusion. 
The purpose of the check-ins 
are to make sure students aren't 
,,oting more than once. 
"People were \'Oting without 
checking in and the people were 
just mentally ttying to keep track of 
who voted," Banks said. 
Some students who went to 
vote were discouraged by the long 
lines, and left without ,,oting. Most 
schools only had one polling sta-
tion. 
"The school of Business- tbe 
second largest school on campus-
has one machine and the lines are 
ridieulous," Smith s.'lid "What's 
more shady is that people wait in 
line, sign their name, get in tbe 
room and then have to go to class-
- but when they returned to vote 
they couldn't because they've 
already signed thcir name." 
Jacque Pwvis, a candidate for 
undergraduate trustee said he 
thinks this year's elections were 
worst than last year's-an election 
that was plagued with problems. In 
2002-03, it took four elections to 
select a HUSA president and vice 
president. 
•r ",ould wteagain but iftbere 
were six or seven re-vote's like 
there were last year I would 
become disinterested," Junior 
Computer Science major, Kevin 
Wilson said 
But some students had no 
complaints about the voting 
process. "I was one of tbrec peo-
ple when I arrived [at the Seliool of 
Communication]," junior film 
major, Kalena Smith said. ''The 
guy set tbe machine m.d I voted.• 
Charles Coleman. a candidate 
for graduate trustee said that if at 
all possible there should not be 
another general elections. 
Coleman is a student at the 
School of Law, where the polls 
opened an hour late. Coleman said 
he doesn't think opening the polls 
late warrants the firut results to be 
thrown out. 
Instead he said each school 
should be evaluated and the results 
of the schools fowtd to be fair 
should be kept 
"The last thing rm in fawr of 
is doing the whole thing over," 
Coleman said "History has shown 
that when you tr)' to do wide 
spread elections twice, turnout is 
significantly lower.• 
Dan Blakemore. a candidate 
for HUSA seemed wmffected by 
the ensuing drama 
"Right now things are going 
pretty well," he said But his run-
ning mate, Faith Wall's opinion 
was a bitdifferent. 
HUSA President, Comell 
Williamson said the votes have 
been sealed and results will 
not be calculated until the griev-
ances arc resolved. 
Thursday night u H USA policy 
board meeting was held where the 
elections griC\•ances were dis-
cussed. 
The board recommended that 
the general assen1bly establish per-
manent guidelines to govem the 
elections chair and hold the elec-
tions committee accountable. 
They also suggested the cloo-
tions chair make weekly reports so 
HUSA and the general assembly 
are aware of what's going on. The 
outcome of the grievances, will 
determine the ne.-.t step toward 
elections. • 
TI1e committee could vote to 
accept the ballots from individual 
schools they determine to have 
been fair and only hold new elec-
tions in the schools found to be 
faulty. 
Or tbe committee could decide 
to completely re-do the general 
Elections Chair, Corey 
Cunningham. 
election-<l\-ery school and college 
would have to hold elections again. 
Smith is disappointed that the 
candidates have worked so hard in 
vain. 
"What's \\'Ol're than the disor-
ganil-.1tion is that we all put so 
much into preparing for this one 
day," Smith said "People have fly-
ers and set up tents and [the eloo-
tions committee) was apathetic 
and disorganized." 
Campus Safety Questioned After Shooting 
SHOTfromA3 
in residence halls. 
H USA President, Cornell 
Willianison said he is not satisfied 
with the university's initial reac-
tion to the incident 
'The father had no idea what 
was going on and to had to book 
tbe appointments and try to find 
out what's going on himself. It 
should be vice versa,• Williamson 
said. "It should not be up to tl1e 
victim to get their situation han-
dled. In my opinion, he is victim-
ized twice." 
Pryor said he has no com-
ment about the University's speed 
of response because she doesn't 
know about it. 
WiJli.anison said the rally on 
the yard today will be a rally for 
peace, noting tl1e recent fights at 
the l..aTcx (Louisiana and Texas 
Club) party along with the shoot-
ing. 
Grace said the campus 
should be gated to ensure stu-
dents safety. 
The issue of gating the cam-
The 
Propaganda 
Might Be 
Televised 
TV from 81 
scheduling of the selected sta-
tion and air every game CBS is 
unable to air with the CBS 
commentators. 
I truly believe this war isn't 
important enough to interrupt 
other networks programming. 
The war against Iraq is more of 
a struggle for power and con-
trol than it is about ending 
potential terrorist threats. 
But that's a whole different 
discussion. 
For now, I say the propa-
ganda will be televised and any 
measures to keep tl1e people of 
this country blinded, e.xcuse 
me, informed. right black 
at'cha. 
Being a college student, 
my days depend on the 
Powerpuff Girls and Samurai 
Jack; and who can forget the 
late nights of Adult Swim and 
Tom &Jerry? 
As long as they don't touch 
my Cartoon Network, we're 
straight. 
pus is one that Howard sn.dents 
have wrestled with for years. 
"The gate is absolutely neces-
sary," Grace said. "You can't a,,oid 
jealousy but why deal with it on a 
day to day basis?" 
HowC\-er, some do not agree. 
Jarvis Houston, Ward 1 
Advisory Neighborhood 
Commissioner and Howard stu-
dent said gating tbe campus is a 
bad idea. 
"There are so many things we 
do for the community, it would 
shut tbem out," Houston s.'lid. 
"We arc already centralized here 
on campus mentally, putting up 
gates \\<OUld cent:ralire us physi-
cally as well." 
Marybeth Gasman, an assis-
tant professor at Georgia State 
University, who teaches a class on 
college campuses and the rela-
tionships with the surrounding 
community, agrees. 
Gasman said incidents like 
the recent shooting are unfortu-
nate but not uncommon. The rea-
sons stem from resentment of col-
lege students for socio-«onontlc 
issues facing the communities. 
"Gating the college won't 
solve the problem it just puts up a 
gate and makes people feel alien-
ated,• Gasman said. "It puts up a 
physical boundary between the 
haves and the have-nots and 
that's scruy." 
Gasman said the solution is 
to forge relationships with the 
community and help improve it. 
She said community service 
projects Howard does should be 
better publicized so the commu-
nity knows everything that 
Howard does for them. 
Gasman said it's good for the 
University to "spruce up" the 
neighborhood, but to 111ake the 
commwtlty feel like they are part 
of the process. She suggested 
holding meetings off campus in a 
neutral place where community 
members, students and university 
officials can collectively come up 
with solutions. 
However, Gasman said there 
should be a fine line between 
improving the community and 
encouraging gentrification. 
"It's hard to maintain that 
socio-economic equilibrium,• 
Gasman said 
But not C\'eryo:ie sees a prob-
lem with the state of the commu-
nities surrounding black colleges. 
"I've heard older African 
Americans say that they are glad 
tbat sometimes communities 
around historically black colleges 
are in need because it's important 
to see tbat not everyone is as priv-
ileged as them to go to college," 
Gasman said. 
Grace said it's important to 
hold administration accountable 
for student's safety. 
"If you want to stay he~ 
make the univeJSity work for 
}-ou; Grace said 
Matthews' mother said she 
fears for the safetJ of all Howard 
students, not only her son. 
"It was a breath of fresh air to 
know my son was amongst so 
many intelligent black students; 
she s.'lid. "\,\'hat scares me the 
most is that some of them won't 
live through this." 
Campus Editor Stephanie 
Crouch contn"buttd to this article. 
John Grace, Matthew's father. 
Dynamic Duo of Petty, Kirk Leave Mark on HU 
DUO from 81 
as well with only eight players. 
As an athlete who has 
experienced all of the emo-
tions, trials, and tribulations 
that comes with participating 
in an NCAA tournament, as 
well as a conference tourna-
ment, Petty had a message for 
the younger players on the 
team in last year's bid to the 
big dance. 
"All you can really express 
to people is how happy you 
were, how much of a victory 
that you felt it was coming 
from a HBCU. TI1e MEAC is 
one of the smallest conferences 
in the United States. Even 
though we lost, it wasn't about 
winning or losing; we got there, 
and that was national recogni-
tion," said Petty. 
Sitting out was difficult for 
Kirk because in the previous 
two years, the Lady Bison had 
been picked to finish first in 
the conference, but came short. 
The following year Kirk 
was eligible to play, and both 
she and Petty made significant 
contributions to a team that 
would become conference 
champions again. 
"Asia's really special to me 
because she's a hard worker 
and a go-getter. I look up to her 
because she has that work 
etbic. I love her; that's my girl. 
She's one of the best players 
I've ever seen play the game; 
she can shoot, sl1e can do it all, 
and she's so determined. Once 
she has it in her mind that she 
wants something she goes out 
and gets it, and that encour-
ages me," Kirksaid. 
Being at Howard for four 
years, both Petty and Kirk 
understand that they have a 
special duty in leading the 
team. Petty commented that 
the rest of the team watches 
tl1e way she and Kirk are able 
to work through conflicts, 
when they do have them. They 
handle their problems in a 
mature and non-confronta-
tional manner. By doing so, 
they lead by example. The rest 
of the team models their 
behavior after Petty and Kirk. 
When asked what partner-
ship they thought they were 
similar to in professional 
sports, Kobe and Shag, Venus 
and Serena. etc, both women 
ga\'e the same response; nei-
ther of them were sure that 
they really compared to any-
one. 
"Coach ahvays tells us to be 
like Pippen and Jordan, 
because of their leadership. 
But I don't think we're really 
like anybody; Petty said. 
·we're one of a kind." 
Frats and Sororities, Black and White 
FRAT from 83 
policies are also very specific 
and detailed. Fraternities are 
not to condone or allow either 
ones ex-istence. Pledging has 
been outlawed since 1990. 
Since then, debates about haz-
ing and pledging have been at 
tbe forefront of many discus-
sions. 
The only thing nationals 
mandate is that individuals 
follow through with an MIP, 
which should include educa-
tional sessions, tests, fees and 
membership. Some chapters, 
however, will still pledge their 
prospects, a tradition that 
dates back to African Kemet 
times. 
There is a difference 
between hazing and pledging. 
Unknown to nationals, some 
chapters still do pledge. 
Pledging should be considered 
as learning how to deal with 
obstacles of everyday life with-
out laying a finger on some-
one. If anyone actively choos-
es to pledge, i t should be 
known that nothing comes 
,vithout conse(luence. 
Lawrence C. Ross, author 
of "The Divine Nine: The 
History of African-American 
Fraternities and Sororities," 
has traveled far and near to 
help people, especially stu-
dents acknowledge the identi-
ty that black fraternities and 
sororities ha,-e on campuses 
both black and white. 
In an art icle written in 
Tech Talk Online, Ross 
expressed a few important 
sentiments, two of them being 
the pledge process and hazing. 
"The continuation of haz-
ing within recent ye;irs 
believes it will kill at least one 
black fraternity or sorority in 
the next 10 years; Ross said. 
"The process is not about 
pledges, but it is about the 
members. You attract what 
you deserve." 
Bickerstaff says, '·You can 
pledge and never be 
touched ... as long as you learn 
about brotherhood, the chap-
ter, what the organization was 
founded for, and the founders 
intentions. Hazing is just 
senseless - brutal beating for 
no gain or advantage with no 
purpose." 
The way MTV portrays 
fraternity and sorority life 
may be exactly how viewers 
see it; however, the process 
each individual undertakes 
varies according to the cam-
pus and the atmosphere of the 
organization. 
Hilltop budget meetings-- Tuesday's, 7pm, West Towers! Come get involved! 
March 7, 2003 The Hilltop BS 
More Flyers, More Votes? 
In light of recent reports on 
campaign spending for elections 
here at Howard, we feel it is nec-
essary to address this issue. 
While some people are spending 
an e.xcess of four thou-
sand dollars on cam-
paigns, others are 
working with four hllll• 
dred dollar budgets. 
The fact of the matter is 
that drastically exceed those of 
another candidate, is this person 
more likely to win the election? 
This of course seems unfair since 
we know that not everyone has 
Our View: 
most familiar from the flyers and 
hand bills you saw or received, or 
was it based on your knowledge 
of that candidate's intentions for 
that office? Hopefully, a bom-
bardment of images 
telling you to vote 
for a certain person 
was not your basis 
for the vote. 
Thls is not to 
that there is an UllCOm-
fortable gap between 
the financial resources 
of candidates. 
So far, the dispro-
portion between candi-
dates' campaign budg-
ets has not caused any 
There should be a campaign 
finance reform instituted in 
order to assure fairn ess in 
campaign spending. 
say that campaign-
ing is wrong. It is in 
fact necessary. After 
all, it is important 
for candidates to 
make their names 
and faces familiar to 
the public. However, 
this is a perk that is 
reflective of how big 
major problems. 
Nevertheless, we 
should not wait until it does. 
Candidates raise money in 
various different ways, including 
receiving donations and coming 
out-of-pocket. They use this 
money for flyers, hand bills, 
posters, personal grooming, and 
any fines they have incurred. 
So our concem is this: If a 
candidate is able to raise funds 
the capability to raise thousands 
of dollars in donations. And what 
about those who definitely can-
not contribute from their own 
personal money because they are 
struggling just to maintain the 
minimum ofliving everyday? 
Think about who you voted 
for yesterday. Was your vote 
based on whose nan1e sounded 
of a budget a particular candidate 
had It is by no means an indica-
tion of that candidate's potential 
as a student govemment leader. 
The excessive amounts of 
money that are spent on cam-
paign funding are somcthlng that 
should be checked by the General 
Assembly in order to ensure fair-
ness in future elections. 
Political Activism at HU 
When the Mecca of black 
academia has a rally against an 
unnecessary war, against the 
abolishment of affirmative 
action, and against racism in gen-
eral, one would expect its entire 
constituency to take part. Sadly, 
this was not the case on 
Wednesday on the Yard. 
Many Howard 
University student organ-
izations, including 
Amnesty International 
to tl1e 0ag?" it was confirmed that 
this campus has not lost the spir-
it of black pride and activism that 
it has given vestige to for so many 
decades. 
Despite the fact that this 
walk-out and rally wns a success 
for those who took part, one 
could not help but notice the 
Our View: 
Of the more than ten thou-
sand studei1ts at tllis school, not 
to mention the faculty, there were 
little more than three hundred 
participants in the walk-out. As 
was stated earlier, the rally was 
not unsuccessful. However, it 
could ba,-e been so much more 
powerful if ten thousand mem-
bers of the Howard 
community were 
united on tl1e Yard 
for a common 
The walk-out held on cause. and Ubiquity, Inc., came 
together in a well-organ-
iz.ed, motivational protest 
against the "War on 
Terrorism" and other cur-
rent issues of politics that 
are affecting us, such as 
the possible end of affir-
Wednesday for the anti-war 
protest lvas a success, but 
more students should have 
Perhaps many 
students did not 
comprehend the 
importance of this 
event. Not only was 
it a valuable and 
mative action. The rally 
followed a collective walk-
out of students from their 
respecti,-e classes at 11:45 a.m. 
The rally was infused with 
chants advocating peace, heart-
felt speeches by student leaders, 
and the singing of the Black 
National Anthem. When a 
Howard. student asked his peers 
in an eloquently deli,-ered poem, 
"Why should I pledge allegiance 
participated. 
small number in attendance. 
While many organizations took 
part, along with student leaders 
(H USA president Com ell 
Williamson and Undergraduate 
Trustee Jaha Howard were in 
attendance), there were still 
many who did not participate in 
this momentous event. 
necessary occur-
rence because of 
the state of our 
people, our COUil try 
and our world, but it was so 
because it was a means to show 
what Howard students are capa-
ble of. It showed that we are con-
scious and dynamic, and conse-
quentially, we will not sit back 
complacently in the face of injus-
tice. 
THE H ILLTOP 
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Standing up for Gay 
Students 
Though the Campus Police 
here at Howard may often get a 
bad wrap from the student body 
because of their inad-
equacies, there are 
times when they seem 
to be doing their job. 
Such an instance is 
these students. 
We believe this is a great 
implementation on behalf of the 
Our View: 
liaisons, students will be able to 
have someone on their side and 
to feel protected. 
Though we believe 
it is good that the 
Campus Police has 
taken this action as a 
means to put prevent 
the new appointment 
of two Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual, and 
Transgender (GLBT) 
student liaisons. 
Last semester, 
Howard University 
saw first hand the vio-
lence that can be com-
mitted towards 
homosexuals. A soph-
omore student was 
We believe the implementa.-
tion of liaison officers for 
gay, lesbian, bisexua~ and 
transgender students will 
help stop hate crimes against 
these students. 
hate crimes, we believe 
that it is ultimately up 
to each individual stu-
dent to practice toler-
ance and acceptance. It 
is never okay to act vio-
lently against someone 
because that person is 
of a different sexual ori-
entation, or for any 
other differences a per-
son may have from you. 
allegedly beat by 
members of the 
Showtime Marching Band sim-
ply for being gay. 
The Bisexual, Lesbian, and 
Gay Organization of Students at 
Howard (BLAGOSAH) has put 
pressure on Campus Police to 
do something about the violence 
towards these students on cam-
pus. Now, there are trained offi-
cers that will serve as liaisons for 
Campus Police. All students at 
Howard should feel safe in our 
academic environment. It is out-
rageous to think that students 
are walking around feeling 
threatened because they know 
that there have been occur-
rences of hate crimes on can1-
pus. 
With these two trained 
We are all adults 
now, and more impor-
tantly adults who are pursuing 
higher education. Violence 
against gays on our campus or 
elsewhere is a result of igno-
rance. It is up to us to make sure 
that Howard University stu-
dents are never participants in 
the ignorant behavior that 
comes from hate. 
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Our Credibility 
is Key 
HUSA: More Than Just a Job 
Stefanie Brown 
Student government, and 
the Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) in particu-
lar, has had a long history of 
proactive, reactive and inactive 
student leaders. 
Ja'Ron Smith said the gap between the itemized expenses 
and the total of $4,500 was made up In "other expenses" 
including a possible run-off election. 
I believe that a person's 
placement into one or more of 
these categories is based on how 
well prepared they are before 
they assume office. No matter 
how long you have worked in stu-
dent government, how many stu-
dents or administrators you 
know, or how many leadership 
positions you have held, nothing 
can truly prepare you for the road 
that lies ahead. Therefore, it is 
my sincere desire to inform the 
n~t HUSA leaders, anyone inter-
ested in running for these posi-
tions in the future, and the entire 
student body as to exactly what 
being a HUSA leader entails. 
Recently The Hilltop ran an 
editorial that urged sources to 
remain true to what they tell the 
newspaper. 
We discussed sources who 
tell The Hilltop one thing and 
attempt to "take it back" when 
they see it in print, by saying they 
were "misquoted.• 
The problem is not just the 
appearance that we arc sloppy 
and cannot get facts straight, it 
discourages others from speaking 
with us for fear that they too will 
be "misquoted." 
At the Speak Out on 1\1esday 
evening, a question was asked 
about Ja'Ron Smith and 
Tarshima Williams' campaign 
budget, which Smith told The 
Hilltop totaled $4,500. 
Tarshima Williams, Smith's 
running mate stood up and told 
the audience that The Hilltop was 
"lying." 
The second year law student 
went so far as to state that since 
The Hilltop was allegedly incor-
rect and therefore "slanderous" 
and irresponsible, the newspaper 
was leaving itself open to be sued. 
This is a classic example of 
what The Hilltop editorial 
explained. 
As journalists, our credibility 
is all we have-- and we take it very 
seriously. 
Which is why we felt it neces-
sary to set the record straight 
once and for all. 
Above, is a copy of the piece 
of paper Smith wrote dow11 the 
pair's budget information on. It is 
in his handwriting arid clearly dis-
plays the amount printed in The 
Hilltop- $4,500. 
Lesson learned? 
The next time someone 53}'S 
they were misquoted in The 
Hilltop, please take it with a grain 
of salt. 
First, you must understand 
that globally, Howard is consid-
ered the premier historically 
black college or university of the 
world. As a result, HUSA is not 
just another student government 
association. 
HUSA is ~-peeled to repre-
sent our own students as well as 
students of color e-erywhere. If 
students in Cuba decided to 
protest an issue, you can be sure 
that a newspaper reporter will be 
calling your phone to find out 
how you think Howard students 
feel about the issue. 
This leads me to HUSA fact 
#2: As the HUSA leadership, you 
are on call 24 hours a day for an 
entire year. Everyone will know 
For Whom the Bell Tolls 
David Johns 
Often, we as Black 
Americans, are forced to look 
within our own community in 
an attempt to find solace from 
the often abrasive and heinous 
inequalities that plague the 
'real world.' 
Recent occurrences at 
Howard University - among a 
multitude of societal changes, 
which affect the ideologies of 
our culture - have prompted 
many student's, including 
myself, to question whether or 
not Howard University, once 
touted as the Mecca for Black 
development, both intellectual-
ly and socially, acts in the best 
interest of its student's. 
I should note tl1at Howard 
University is not alone; most 
universities attempt to act in 
the best interests of its stu-
dent's. However, bureaucratic 
procedures and lack of ade-
quate correspondence between 
administration and student's 
often results in some institu-
tions doing a better job of 
addressing the concerns of stu-
dent's than otl1ers. 
The newly implemented 
Room Selection Verification 
Plan (RSVP) is one recent 
example of the 'unfair' and 
questionable practices of the 
university. Aside from being 
implemented without a pub-
lished explanation for the poli-
cy or a logically organized 
structure, a surface analysis of 
the policy identific~ the unfair-
ness of a system that is sup-
posed to create equality. 
A student, who is employed 
full time, possibly in another 
state, cannot be equated to a 
student who is involved with a 
campus or community organi-
zation. However, based upon 
the point distribution of the 
RSVP policy, these student's 
are deemed to be identical and 
accordingly, equally responsi-
ble for maintaining the 
demands of a 'typical student,' 
which in tl1is case boils down to 
maintaining a high grade point 
average. 
Despite the obvious flaws 
wiili this analogy, a sin1ple one and disproportionate practices 
being the absurdity with which of the 'real world.' Attempting 
one would compare the to redress some of the socio-
demands of a 15-40 hour work economic disadvantages that 
week with the weekly or bi- translate into being black, this 
monthly meetings of an on family atmosphere is what 
campus club or a letter of brings hundreds of 
endorsement from a club offi- 1 , J student's to Howard 
cial/friend, tl1e GPA accounts V / annually. 
for 40 percent of a stu- _...,,,_,. Witl1 this wider-
dent's total points and stood, one has to 
fails to account for the question the logic of 
variations in cur- purging student's 
riculum demands from classes and pre• 
and the dynamics venting them from 
of student's acqumng housing 
schedules. when unable to meet 
Furthermore, financial deadlines or 
the underlying class successfully navigate 
structure that results in a the paper chase of universi-
castc system is appalling and ty administration. Coming 
fundamentally out of place at a from a predominantly white 
HBCU. Compared to the social institution, I have never before 
class organization of American been privy to such seemingly 
society, this system replicates harsh practices. While one can 
class divisions in whicl1 those site the preparedness of repli-
with privilege (easily translated eating the 'real world,' these 
into money) are afforded policies and practice's should to 
advantages over those without. be mitigated and resolved to 
ln college, student's who make things 'fair' to all parties 
benefit from the privilege of involved. 
being at school without having Please understand that this 
to cope with the stress of is not a manifesto through 
financing tl1eir education are which I seek to advocate for the 
free to involve themselves in removal of deadlines o r policies 
countless campus and commu- nor is it an outcry for change 
nity organizations. within tl1e infrastructure of the 
This is not to say that stu- university. Rather, it is an 
dent's don't artfully balance the attempt to encourage student's 
strains of working, maintaining to study and question their 
high GPA's, and actively being institution. 
involved both on and off cam- After hearing countless 
pus; rather it is to highlight the complaints, and feeling person-
difficulty faced by worrying ally frustrated with placing the 
about how you can pay your bill practices of ourselves within 
before classes are purged, the larger scope of the 'real 
ratlier than studying for an world,' I am attempting to vent 
exam or completing a paper. with the hope that someone 
Face it, Howard is distinct. will be zompelled to ask ques-
Vestiges and reminders of the tions, demand to see policies 
race-governed society in which that are conveniently quoted 
we all live are apparent in the but never distributed, and work 
establishment and necessity of to make Howard that which it 
Howard University. While pro- proclaims itself to be - The 
viding us with an education and Mecca. 
"preparing leaders for the glob-
al community," the establish-
ment and continued success of 
a predominately black institu-
tion, such as Howard, high-
lights the conscious attempts to 
minimize the unsympathetic 
Dauid Johns is a junior 
studying to pursue a joint JB 
and English PhD. He can be 
reached at 
blaquerhyme@yahoo.com. 
your personal phone number, 
email address, school address 
and class schedule. Therefore, if 
you are not a people person, seri-
ously consider another office to 
serve in. 
HUSA fuct #3: A major L,;sue 
is bound to appear and take you 
by surprise. The 2001-2002 
administration under the leader-
ship of Sellano Simmons had to 
deal with the tragic killing of 
Howard student, Prince Jones by 
a police officer. Our administra-
tion had to tackle Sept. 11 and the 
aftermath of the terrorist attacks. 
Although everyone on that day 
was trying to locate fumily and 
friends, the HUSA staff had to 
pull it togetl1er to help students 
get in contact with their loved 
ones and orga11ize memorial 
services. The key to handling 
these situations is to maintain a 
calm and collected head at all 
times and to not allow the prob-
lem to ovenshelm your adminis-
tration. Yes, you need to stick to 
your platfonn, but you also must 
be flexible enough to work within 
the confines of the times. 
HUSA fact #4: Always 
remember that HUSA is an 
association of student5 and stu-
dent organizations. HUSA can-
not effectively work on behalf of 
the students if they do not 
receive direction, feedback, and 
support from the students. One 
of the biggest lessons I have 
learned is that you can not 
e.,-pect to have a good relation-
ship witl1 your constituents if 
you only host two town hall 
meetings a year. Attend student 
organizations' meetings, pass 
out HUSA update cards during 
the basketball games, recruit stu-
dents who know notlung about 
HUSA to be volU11teers, allowing 
a greater variety of students to be 
involved in campus activities. 
Establishing a system of two-way 
communication between tl1e stu-
dents and HUSA will greatly 
increase the association's level of 
efficiency. 
HUSA fact #5: Maintain a 
collaborative relationship with 
the administration. Although you 
may or may not believe it, the 
adtninistration is here to help the 
students receive a supreme edu-
cation and e.xperience here at 
Howard. Therefore. in order to 
get things accomplished, you 
must have allies on your side to 
help further your agenda. I 
remember when Alex (tl1e best 
darn VP in the whole world) and 
I found out that the students who 
lived in the hotel were not being 
fed at the beginning oflast school 
year. We arranged a meeting with 
President Swygert, informed him 
about the problem and at that 
very moment he proceeded to 
work with Residence Life to set 
up a meal plan at the hotels for 
the students. Now, had we not 
had that type of relationship with 
tl1e president, he wouldn't have 
known what was going on with 
tl1e students and the problem 
would have persisted for who 
knows how long. 
HUSA fact #6: You MUSf 
have a staff that is dedicated to 
Howard, dedicated to HUSA and 
dedicated to your vision. This is 
perhaps the most important fact 
because without a group of peo-
ple who arc qualified and willing 
to carry out your vision or plat-
form, nothing will be accom-
plished. Remember that success 
is never yours alone; someone 
helped you along the way. 
I am so grateful to the Hilltop 
for giving me tllis opportunity to 
share my experiences witl1 the 
future leaders of the Howard 
University Student Association. 
To se1Ye another person is the 
most honorable, rewarding, and 
selfless act a person can perform. 
This is why a person who is called 
to sen-e, by God, has a deep and 
serious responsibility to the peo-
ple they serve. Throughout my 
time here at Howard I have 
strived to fulfill this responsibility 
and I pray that the future leaden, 
at Howard will strive for excel-
lence as "-ell. 
Stefanie Brown was the 
2001-2002 HUSA president and 
is a senior business management 
major from Bedford Heights, 
OH. 
The Hilltop is on Your Side! 
If you are against the new housing RSVP policy, here is your 
chance to get your letter read by nzembers of the Board of 
Trustees. Tear out this letter and drop it off at The Hilltop office 
located on the Plaza level of the West Towers. Or ,nail letters to 
2251 Sher111an Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001, Attn: The 
Hilltop, or sub,nit online at www.thehil1topo11li1ie.con1. Letters 
will be personally sub111itted to the Board of Trustees. 
To the Howard UniversittJ Board of'lhlstees: 
I am a Howard University student and I believe the newly implemented hous-
ing policies are unfair and unjustly implemented. 
The Howard University Student Association has attempted to work with Interim 
Dean, Franklin Chambers and Residence Llfe on certain issues concerning housing, 
but alas the students' concerns have not been taken seriously and numerous policies 
have been implemented with little regard for the interest of students. 
I believe all freshmen and sophomores should be guaranteed housing. Howard 
University attracts students from across the nation and the appeal of the university 
e.xtends internationally. It is unreasonable and absurd for underclassmen to be forced 
to find off campus housing while adjusting to university life and the rigors of academe 
at Howard. 
Additionally, the residents of the West Towers should have 24 hour visitation priv-
ileges reinstated. There have been no major incidents that would justify the continued 
abandonment of this privilege. 
Moreover, Residence Life has imposed a new RSVP policy that awards selection 
privilege to students with higher GPAs and student involvement. I believe the policy 
creates a caste system. It has also been poorly organized and planned, as demonstrat-
ed by the equal point dist:Iibution for full-time employment and participation in stu-
dent organizations. 
As a student at Howard University, I demand that the aforementioned policies are 
revoked. 
Furthermore a committee should be established to oversee the implementation of 
Residence Life policies and insure that student voices are heard and the interests of 
students are protected with future policies. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Name 
Student ID # 
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ff]LLTOPICS 
All HILLTOPICS 
arc due, paid in full, the 
Tuesday and Fr iday 
before 
publication date. 
Announcements by 
campus organizations for 
meetings, seminars or 
nonprofit are charged $5 
for the first 20 words and 
$1 for every additional 
five words. Individuals 
advertising for the pur-
pose of announcing a 
service, buying or selling 
are charged as local com-
panies with a rate of $10 
for first 20 words and $2 
for every 5 words 
thereafter. Personal ads 
are $2 for the first 10 
words and $1 for every 
addi tiona l 5 words. 
Announcements 
The Ancient and 'olohle Order of 
The Shemsu-Heru 
The rolloncr- of llcru a Kcmetic 
(£1?) ptian) based 
Fratcrnit~ 
Have YOU ah>a), wondered wb) 
there was not an El!) ptian 
fraternil) on campus? 
Well, wonder no mote! 
The Ancient and 'loble Shrm•u• 
heru ha,,c come to Open up the 
1-:)·e in Howard'< Cap<tonc. 
for all that are interested, come I 
The Forum in Blackburn .\ext 
Tue,da} '\fnrch 11th beginning at 
7:00 pm, to participate in ·1 he 
Ancient and 'loble Order of the 
Shem<u-lleru', inaugural 
lr\TERE'ST '\IU;TJNG 
Arc Campus police doing their 
Job? 
Voice your opinion in the studio 
Audience for 
Capstone Connection 
Also come check out the t:1lented 
ladies of 
F. R. E. S. II. 
March 8th, t0:30 am at W HUT• 
TV 
Spring Break 
SPR ING BRE,\K 2003 is no" 
s11onsorcd by Student Expreis! 
Cancun. Ac:111ulco. M:11atlan, 
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre, 
Las VCj.tuS, floridu, and I biLa: 
Book early and get t REE 
;\1E,\LS! 
Student l;;x11ress sponsors the 
BEST PARTIES and is 
NOW HIRING salaried Sales 
peo11le, Cumpus Reps, and On-site 
St:1tT. Contact 1>Mv.m1dcntex-
1>ress.com or . 
1-800-787-3787 for details. 
SPRING BREAK! Cancun, 
Acapulco, \tazatlan, S. Pndre. 
Jamaicn, Florida, Bahamas 
#I parties with exclusive appear-
ances by D.I SKRIBBLt: and 
SHAGGY!! Reliable air and best 
hotels. Call 800-787-3787 or visit 
,rn~,.studentexprcss.com 
for details. 
# I Spring Break Free Trips, 
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices 
Particsn/,\11'\'/Jerr) Springer 
Featured 1>/1\IS;\BC/Travel 
Channel 
Better than e,er!! 
www,sunsplasbtours,com 
1-800-426-7710 
#I Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, 
Bahamas, l\lazatlan, Florida, 
SPadre. 110% Best Prices! 
Book Nol\ & get free Parties & 
l\lcals! 
group Discounts. No" Hiring 
Campus Reps! 
1-800-234-7007 
cndlcsssummcrtour,.com 
\ttention Spring Breakers Travel 
free 2003 Free trips. drinks & 
meals Party w/ l\1TV Hottest 
Destinations Most Reliable 
www.sunsoJashtours,com 
1-800-426-7710 
Spring Break 2003 
Travel 1>ith STS, America's II 
I Student Tour Operator. 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco and 
the llnhamas! 
LAST MINUT E SPECIALS! 
-;_ .. :_: 
f:( ,., 
~·· 
SAVE UPTO $ 100 PER 
PJ<:RSON! 
I nformut ion/Re.\en ations 
1-800-648-~8411/ 
n" ,~.ststra, cl.com 
For Sale (cont.) 
W:u,t to Get Away? 
Well Lei Us Help You! 
Offering the Lowest rates to 
Africa, the Carribean, Asia, 
Europe, and vaxcation packages 
all over the world. With a 
mutilinl?ual travel agency speak-
ing English, Spanhh, French, 
Kimabile and more, \\C \\ill 
understand where you want to 
go. Call Us f or Your Tr:wel 
Needs! Call Your Tra,·el Agent 
Today (ji (301) 231-8190 or email 
cyta@crols.com 
Personals 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
To my Afa11agi11g Editor 
Josef. .. 
Welcome to the EIC club!!! 
This year will take you fur-
ther than you ever could 
have imagined ... 
You'd better learn your his-
tory by NABJ •. don't let 
the old heads haze you up! 
We arc all so proud of you! 
•· The current EiC 
(you hal'en 't gotten rid of 
me \'el ;-) 
Happy Be-lated 
Stephanlel 
liappy birthday Shani! 
Congrats Miyanda! 
Congratulations Josef!!! 
BM 02 ' -03 
Congratulations Miynnda!!!! 
It seems like yesterday I was in 
your same 
position ... cxcited about improve-
ments for next year .... 
(I can't stop talking about 
myself) 
Anyway ..... enjoy your time right 
now. you deserve it... 
Nike Bello 
Business Manager 2002-2003 
Kconta & Tifah, 
Sec ya' II in l\1iami! 
It's about to be the Jump-Om 
sssss 
\\ illlam, 
You <tlll " Doln,: It Way Big!", 
I'm ,on~ that )OU 11ot In the 
ariiumen1 hut don't let an)0nt 
keep) ou do,11r: Uecau,,· )'Our 
\mile h•• ah, ll), c,1,ted from 
the ln,ldt· and I lo, t that about 
>OU! J u,t ,t~) ''lkautlful" and 
thing, ,111l ",lum11 orr· In the 
end. I 1.0\'f. \ Ol ! 
~ . ,. : . 
i,1 Cu,tu111 ,\ ,t~ c1111t llillto11in to ., 
:-· 'li\l'1 -~ nu~ m ~~,i-ll1;1ti1111 , ~ our \ 
•,,; hu,hH'''· nml ,~or lllll 1h..-1d , 
J-10 
PS \'ou u n roll me 011 m) Cdl 
an)tlme! ()1111
11 1111" _' ~' ~uhh.'n 
;.i. ·, oppu11_1111il) ! 
t.:\ ·,. c·•,,11u.:.~111,l.n 111 ~ 
•.(:- ·. -'- . . , . -, '.·. . .. . . ' ·-
~0-rrt, \\ ·,;_, 1\- ,_\, ;; it i II o: \ 'ou ': ·_ .: ~';l~ 
~1j.,:Jt. ·•~:,i, _: '._ ~ho11l1l 11' 1 ! . -,~i:Ji~• 
t·· ,:. ":·;->;' -; ' .•. t;_\ .. -"-:: .. 
• ~ ·: (2tt.!) -~Oh .. ,1;.11) ·.;t-,•>;- I 
. )~ -~~:.:;~•:_~,.::. . :.~:i/.· 
Question? Call 806-3216 or email (,:c!Tbc, ll illtop lltt~ilic~~: 
• •'("i ..... • -
Hidden Pleasures at 
the Frat House 66 V 
Street ... March 8th 
2003 @ 8 p.m. till WE 
say it's over ... 
Presented by the 
Notorious Nupes of 
HU .. .lnvite Onl 
@ 
capstoneconotttlli aol.com 
l\1~c1b R.t•ut ii: .., I 00 
Ktnncth ( ol hoes: i1so 
Hulr t 11· 'ii20 
' .t.::,:, 
Help \Vantcd 
Brin~• nndcd b, For Sale Tutor Counselors arc needed for 
bt•autit \ Jl'Coming 1-------------l n six-week 
King of the Ivy· Yna's African Hair Braldinlf Summer residentiul program 
~• Specializing in: (June 22 to August I, 2003) 
•o 1 .i ,,~ 011 the 
King of the h y Pageant 
IC,! , t.'01\h'.ICt. 
chuunc·, I.wt t 111" botmnil.com 
lndi>'idual braids Juniors, Seniors, Grnduate stu-
Kinky 1\vist dents with proficiency 
Yem b raid< in one or more of the following 
pixie br:iids areas should apply: 
lluman Hair and more '.\1athematics, Science, engineer• 
Address: 2600 Sherman Ave NW 
----=-=--....::......::_;=-=-===--1 Washington DC 20001 
ini;, Computer, Science, 
English or Spanish. Applicants 
must have a 2.33 or better GPA. 
$ 1700.00 plus room and board J Tel: (202) 387-7393 
··x A ..
HILLTOP JCS 
Classifieds with 
Ad-itudel 
(202) 806-4749 
Students Faculty Staff 
Top Prices 11aid 
For Used and Unwanted 
textbook; at rc<.aie ,·alue 
TAJ Book Services 
(202) 722-0701 
Outside (202) Call 
1-800-223-8250 
Savi11gs on ne>1 & used textbooks 
Since 1982 
included 
Applications arc available: 
lloward University TRIO 
Programs 
Undergraduate Library 
Room L-41 
(202) 806-5132 
Application Deadline is 
March 28, 2003 
I 
\Vith G-d's Name, 111e Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redee mer 
The American Socitey of Muslims 
will hold thicr 
Annual Mid ,Altnntic Distributors B usiness Conference 
, 
on 
March 22, 2003 
in the 
Blackbum Center from I 0:OOam-6:00pm 
Workshop & Fashion Show Cost $20.00 / student.~ $10:00 
Free public address by lmam W. l>et'n Mohammed 
entitled: "Securing Our Share of this Mnterial World-Fulfilling 
Our Economic Obligations• 
Tickets sold in Cramton Auditorium 
All are invited to artici ate 
.... .... ... , ·- -Yl,11 ---.,,at? S --., all t-en•JJl •lU2' Ol llrff-lOUllill> 
..,...... ........... ~cai,.--•...,rsia----r------.... - .............. . 
..., ....... ---=--..... -.................................................... -. 
$ 
I 
\\'E.\'[ NE\'ER. ,v\ET A 1\10lvl 
\\'I-IO \\ ASN. f \\ ORKING. 
llt 
J 
t-;::===::::===:::-::-~-:"":-You1 f.un1I) ,kpcu<lS '-'n ~ ,1u to h1i.· l111.:u.• .-nd ) ou c:.u\ 
dcp,·ml nn me fc.ll the hfc.~ ms1u--.1n,;c.· up11c.uh .. lntl .u.h l<.:l" 
\,,u 11('1 ~ h\ h Ip pn,\ t I :tit ou re \\trku~A fnr <..all na' 
IC<l.i) 
Max James, l.l.. I CF 
2 3lll (.c,~1.)11/,t~l ,\\("ll\h N\\ , .... - R 
'\\As htn,r;tnn . n<.: 
.Hl.l - ' I l) -OtlO'i 
UKJ A GOOI> Nl.:lGllUOR S 'JAlE l'ARM 1S TR.ERE.'" 
$wt I 
"1A•---· 
n" ~~ .. I 11...-J' "' ~, o, \\ n 
, .- < •""l '"'"' (Ll<,11,,J ,n ,"l. .,..J \\ il 
-. QJ...._,m 91Pon I U " M -t 
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